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So well established has the cus- i
tom of using the jRed Cross seals
become that hardly a letter,
whether from a private individual
or from a business house goes out' Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hutchins
spending a few days in Boston.
The
annual
Christmais
fair
of
The
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Basketball
Notice
was
posted
on
Thursday
Mrs. Carrie Jewett Allen passed
■Contrary to expectations the
in the large cities during the II areMrs.
Agnes Simondi/ is assisting away at her home in XVest Kenne-/
charter for the Harold A. Webber noon at the Goodall Worsted Co. the Women’s Alliance ol the Uni- League got started this week amid Holiday season tjhat does not bear'
j
Mrs,
Blanche
Potter
/
during
the
bunk last Sunday /ftemoon at
post of the American Legion was that, beginning Monday Dec. 8, tarian church which was given' fine enthusiasm. Great interest one of these stamps on some por- |
Thursday, evening
both in the tion of the envelope. No one feels | holiday rush.
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, - „ was one
. . of has been , manifested
z t
3.30 o’clock. She had been in poor
not received from national head there will be a 12% per cent raise this,
Frank
Phillips
h^s
moved
into
health for a number of years, a
quarters in time for the meeting in wages in all departments. This the most successful, both finan-! number of candidates for the va- spending of a cent for one of these |
Dresser place, in Cat Mousam sufferer from Bright’s disease,
on Tuesday evening and, as a re rise comes, as have other recent | cially and artistically, which has 1 rious teams lyho have turned out seals, but the aggregate amounts [the
.¡road, this week. /
voluntarily^ There are I ever been held by the ¿ladies
voluntarily.
^ladies of I for practice aird
and also in the atten- to a large sum for use for this I
but was confined tq her bed only
sult, permanent organization was company,
.
x__ • X-.I mi.. J.____
i__ at
.vow,«« ka
Ivy Temple, Pythian Sisters, a few days. She Insisted upon
Referred until such ¡time as it increases in wages made by the the society| The farce, which has I dance at the first of the games be- most deserving work.
will
hold
their
regular
meeting
on
[tween
the
league
teams,
which
dining with the fanfly Thanksgiv
shall arrive. The application for about 150 employees all told in ¡been a deep secret, and:on which I
This year, with each sheet of
ing day but retired jsarly that eve- <the charter has received the in the two mills at the present time, the ladies of histronic ability have : were held on Wednesday evening. five hundred ¿of the seals, a next Tuesday evening.
A class of thirteen candidates ning and never ro|e after. She
Hard practice was indulged in “Health Bond,’’¿similar in appear
conscjenciously,
dorsement of the state organiza and this number will be augment been working
tion and the post number, 74, has ed with the completion of the proved to be all that the thespians on both Monday and Tuesday ance to an ordinary bond is issued will receive the fthird degree at was the daughter ofiJonathan and
the meet of the Knjghts of Pythias Susan (Jewett) Beal, and the last
evenings in the Mousam Opera
been assigned. The next meeting work of adding of the two stories or thespianesses had promised.
as a memento, corresponding in
The fair itself, which was held house, and, after being away from purpose to the Red Cross member on Friday evening of this week.
will be held on Tuesday December to the new factory
*
which is now
of the family and was born in Al
Mrs. Will S. Coleman entertain fred Sept. 23. 1834. -.She attended
9.
iC
in the afternoon and early even the game for the last three years, ship posters. J
being done.
ed
Miss
Gertrude
Young,
Miss
The meeting wajs held in Board
This rise in wages, which is in ing, was most attractive and the during which 'the town fathers
the common schools in Alfred but,
of Trade rooms, which will -be line with the increases which have articles displayed in the booths have been so carful of the build MADONNA CHAPTER,—ORDER Helen Melcher $and Miss Belle but being an unusually smart pu
Witham at dinner on Wednesday. pil, she was given h|r first school
used until such time as permanent recently been made in similar and on the tables, ranging from ing that they have ' preferred to
EASTERN STAR
The Delta Alpha class will hold to teach at the age |)f 15. After
quarters can be secured. Lack of mills all over thfe country, will the most delicate embroideries to save the hall from the desecra
Assembled at the Masonic Tem its monthly meeting, as an indoor teaching a short timjb she entered
suitable quarters is the most mo affect not only thè local mills but purely utilitarian household fur tion of a cracked window rather
mentous question which now con also the Palm Beach Mills and the nishings, and including the fruits than to permit the boys to in ple in this viHage on Tuesday eve picnic, at the hofne of Mrs. Walter the Parsonsfield Seiiinary as a
fronts the post. Wis the desire of Minerva Mills at ^Sanford and the of the harvest and thé delectable dulge in good, clean, healthy sport, ning for the' election of officers, Smith, at Old Falls, on Saturday. student teacher. A^ter her grad
The Atlantic Express is utilizing
the members that I a location be Maine Alpaca Mills at Spring products of the kitchens, were all many of the candidates for the work of the (order, and social in
uation she again took up teaching
teams next day exhibited a choice tercourse; the gathering conclud the building qn Water street, for several years during which
secured which will enable them vale all controlled by the Good- purchased with avidity.
The supper, which! was served I assortment of limps and complain ing with a ¿banquet provided by which was occupied by the grain she spent two years fwith her sis-x
to use the rooms not only for the all Company, and will result in a
official meetings of the post, but very iarge increase in the amount at six o’clock, was all that the j ed of various other bodily ail the male members of the society. store, as a forwarding and receiv ter, Mrs. P. Z. Wilsqn in Oskosh,
There were about seventy-five ing office.
also for social activities.
They of money which is being distribut gourmet or gourmaiid could de-1 ments. These however are dissaWisconsin. On her | return she
Mr. and Mrs. tEdward Harring
sire, The tables were loaded with ! pearing as the. boys
, - _.get more prac- members of the - order present,
wish, if possible, to fit a portion ed in these three towns weekly.
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with pool tables and other means the old mill, in the installation of partook of them did ample justice. Î The first game on Wednesday
coming at once to West Kenne
The farce which was given by ¡evening resulted in a very even land, Biddeford, Kennebunkport, in Montrose, Vjrgina, Mr. Har bunk, which has bden her home
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ed
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for their purpose, although search ready been installed in Sanford, taste in dress and «single blessed- ! and was high string man of the
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ens Sec., ahd Mr. V. Gilman Fiske ¡patched, repairedTand put in good a home lover a true friend and
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P.,
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I
condition.
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The Fidelis clash of the Baptist sincere neighbor. No better praise
be necessary for them to entirely with a full bobbin is shot into series of local hits which took, combination which got onto the Watson finance committee.
can be given her than to say—she
Two candidates. Mrs. Agnes I church held a regular meeting at lived her life andl lived it well.
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both played in very hard tivp board were Mr. and Mrs. C.
would be suitable fdr the uses of able to tend four looms instead of of the manikini about affairs of I Yonnp
services were held at her late
the post. When the soldiers of two, the number ordinarily taken the heart by the spinsters and the I hick and the-score does not tell H_JLucas. |.Mr. ànd Mrs. Geo. E. ¡Littlefield house, infoay street, to homo Wednesday |fternoon. Rev.
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the World War started for the !care of by a weaver on the type
D. C. Wentworth qf West Kenne
In the second game\ between Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Cloudman, ¡.for immediate occupancy. The bunk, Methodist Cfiurch officiat
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¡
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panied with the acclaim of the
make anyone beautiful. The best? Leatheroid ahd thé ÇrèflES^-was a
ing. Burial wa'S ip the family lot '
work of the evening was done by procession, ^with the latter team Hawley, Mir. Asa Richardson. Mr. [house, garage and 15,000 feet of in Pine Grove Cemetery. The
town people. During the progress
BOARD OF TRADE
land.
of the struggle Kehnebunk stood
Miss Helen Melcher as the for trying to keen .in sight of the mill and Mrs. J. O. Elwell. Mr. John
floral tributes weri numerous and
Donald Finlayson narrowly es
bovs.
Leathfoid biled up 16 Stevens, Mrs. Littlefield, and the
nobly by her sons who were offer
At the regular monthly meeting tune teller and Miss Shirley Hatch points, while the Clerks were able Misses Jonfes from Kennebunk, caped a velry serious accident on beautiful among |hem a large
ing themselves on the altar of of the Board of Trade, which was as Eliza Peark the only one who
piece of eighty-fivebarnations sent
their country. But since the close held in the Board of Trade rooms, used the “Eveg Bloom,” creating I to score onlyL four, both baskets Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Toothaker, Wednesday, when an huto which bv the Theta Chi ¡fraternity from
he
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o-f
¡^¡ennebunkport,
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cbming
in
thei
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Although
of the hostilities all of the enthu on Monday evening, a bare quorum a
U. of M.. an assembly of which
' wonderful transformation.
siasm seems to have died out. The was present for the transaction The entertainment was in charge there are some fast players on Mr. Ward, LSusan Sargent and striking him and inflicting an ug Mrs. Pinkham is rnltron. The outly
cut
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on
the
brother,
anti
many
others.
boys ask for no particular favors, of business. The committee which
^rs' Nellie Davis and Mrs. Ida
of town friends were Mrs. Chas.
The supper—a banquet, was I of the cords of the neck! He was Bean. Mr. Will Bean, and Miss
but they feel that, at least, they was appointed at the previous Mrs. Nellie Davis and Mrs. Ida Leatheroid, they failed to show
attended
by
Dr.
Barker.!
are entitled to the consideration meeting to arrange for a banquet, Nason. The ¿hairman of the sup much class, apparently from lack served by tile brothers the <comPhyllis Bean, of Alfred, Mr. Al
John Donlon and Ernest Gor- vin
which would be accorded to any which was to have been held on per committeie was Mrs. G. W. of practice. There were some mix- mittee consisting of George! N.
Jewett, of Bevlrly, Mass., Mr.
purely social organization which Monday evening, in lieu of the Bourne> whorfi was assisted by a ups and misunderstahdings owing Stevens, George E. Consens, Geo. bett. the Boston rigger^ wlio are and Mrs. Everett Mitchell, of Low
in
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of
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the
roof
of
W.
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F.
Toothaker,
E.
to
the
fact
that
the
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might be started in the town.
regular meeting, reteorked
reworked that, ¡^
i^a^
{Fe commfttee.
committee. The net re
er Village, and Mrs. Eva Crocker
done under professional instead A. Bodge anq Frank Seavey—the the Goodall mill, will spend the and Mrs. Packard I of Springvale.
For a time there was a great owing to the inability of repre- i ceiP^®. totaled over $400.
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not
even
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at
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end
it
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ih
Massa

stir about a Memorial High School sentative of the prominent busiThe cast £f the “Twelve Old of amateur rules.
The menu çonsisted of oysters, chusetts, returning on Monday.
The total ¿mount taken in at
dedicated to those who died in the ness interests of the town to be
Gerald McConnell, the seven
. was:f—
war, but the scheme seems lately oresent, it had been considered Fortune Teller Miss Helen Melcher ! the door was $11.65. As the ex- puddings, of every known confec They will probably be here until vear old son of Ernest McConnell,
tion,
cakes
a
la
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and
hot
after
Christmas
completing
the
!
penses
the
hall,
janitor
service
to have sunk into innocuous de better to defer the banquet to alEliza PearMMiss Shirley Hatch
narrowly escaped- a very serious
job.
suetude. While the High School later date.
Mrs- Beamisi
Mrs. Grant and heating are considerable it is coffee as you lit. And everybody
accident on Mondaji morning when
supped
con
mucho
gusto.
P.
B.
Greenleaf
has
had
new
idea is highly cdmmendable, and
while at nlav with 4>me other chil
A nominating committee, conThe Twelve Old Maids—Mrs. feared that it will be necessary to
specifications
and
plans
made
for
while looking upon a massive struc sistincr of P. Raino, Herbert Hume'L°uise Cain4 Mrs. Marion Chase, raise the admission price for the
dren, he fell, striking upon a sharp
DEMONSTRATION SCHOOL.
the enlargement of his house and stone which made a deen cut over
ture, dedicated to education, fu and Ernest Warren was chosen ¡^is®irN_°ra!^| Gr®®n,e’,MJS- North community gtmes to 15 éents.
will start work as soon as the lum- his eye. He was attended bv' Dr.
ture generations .would remember to report pt thè next regular IM. West, Mrs. Mabel Greenleaf, However, considering the cost of U
-be a C10thiaf School ber is on the spot,
x _. The alterations
other forms of entertainment, the
the sacrifices anc&sufferings iyhich monthly meeting, which
— include the finishing tof five Ross and is recovering satisfac
will be Miss Lena Sawyer, Miss Persis fans should register no kick on a held at Alewive Grange Hall Dec. 1 will
the American soldiers underwent, held January 5, a list of nomina-1 Hawley, Mrk Nellie Davis, Miss
10th, 11th, and 12th, under the additional rooms in the attic, the torily.
on the fields of France and Flan tions for officers for the ensuing Carrie Lucas, Miss Margaret Dane five cent raise, particularly in con management of Miss Catherine installation of dormer
Miss Kate Littlefi dd is quite ill,
widows, being confined to he r bed a larger
¡Mrs. Ida N4son, and Miss Burr. sideration of the fact that there Platts, the State Home Demonstra -------- -- —„ «x
ders, but it might seem fitting that year.
the
building
up
for
*
anothei
story
the people of Kennebunk should
uiic back of the „
u ahd
u the portion of the time Mrs. Henry
A communication was received ¡The Mystic Drann, The Manikin. will be two shappy games each tion Leader, and Miss Helen on the
house
accord some present day recogni from the State Board of Trade |
Donald Finlayson. evening/
Spaulding,
the
Yorjc
County
Home
construction
of
a
twelve
fbot
pi- Desner. of Worcesteii, is fortunateThe line upslof the teams were
tion to those, the living, who notifying the local organization I Among tha. younger
lv with her. as well ¡: s, her mother
- element,
,
■ and
D
^m°
nstratl0n
azza
on
the
front
and
the
sides.
shared the privations of those of a meeting of that body on De- ! amoniTthe °|der fol^s as well, the as follows:—
The school willi be held each,
appeal of Edgar M. Ward, Mrs. Drawbridge, o: Middletown,
Goodall
Counter
Shon
who gave their lives and who cember 3, at Bangor. At this Ihit of the evening was the “One
day from. 10 a. m.|to 4 p. m. and[to
Law Court, taken on his New Hampshire, a •í ister of Miss
Hicks, L.
offered themselves as freely on the meeting the Kennebunk Board of | ^.aiJ Circug,| presented^ Donald Clarke, F., R. ff.
will consist of a seiries^of lectures conviction for the murder of Mrs. Littlefield.
altar of their country, as did these Trade was entitled to a represen- ’ Finîayson, assisted by Miss Helen Haddington. Lj. Clark, L., R. G. with practical demonstrations in
L. F. selecting materials! and patterns, Annie Bernier some time ago, may
others.
'Chester Hamilton.! of Beverly,
tation of three. It was voted to I Melcher. Tlis skit was interjfobe reached in the Decembers term visited his narent.s ¡Mr. and Mrs.
Tentative plans are being made make an attempt to induce some[lated into the farce and was an Tomlinson G. 1. gi Lamontagne r. f. cutting, fitting, etc.’
in Augusta and may be carried
I Coolbroth, C.
for the formation of a corporation of the members of the organiza-1 ori^inal one ¡written and arranged Nedesu, C.
Attendants are ^requested to over to the June term in Bangor. Fred Hamilton from thanksgiving
I
Clerks
among the men themselves, to tion to make up a delegation to Ithe Perfo^ers themselves. Mr. Leeatheroid
bring a pencil, needle, thread, scis This case is of interest to thes peo to Sunday.
eventually erect albuilding in which attend.
1
Libbv. R. G. sors, thimble, and tape measure.
The Berrv Bible Hass will be
been1 Day, L. F.,
Finlayson although he had been
they may hold their post meetings
| Crediford, C. Also cotton cloth for cutting a ple here on account of his indict entertained hv Mrs. f. P. Eveleth
forbidden to ¡appear by his physi-l Towne, C .
and in which, also, the social side .. . .GENTLEMEN’S NIGHT.. .. cian, on account of an accident) Mailing. R. F. Laniontagne J, L. G. waist pattern. Evei^one is wel ment on a charge of assuajt in and Mrs. Wilbur Webber at the
Silver, L. G
^Marshall L. F. come and a large attendance is ex North Kennebunkport last ¡sum home of Mrs. Evelet^ on next
if the organization may be able to
The Mother’s department^ of the which he sustained on Wednes
expand, but thislis a matter of
day,
went
through
his
rather
try

Wormwood,
R.
G.,
Stanley L. F; pected.
mer.
Wednesday evening.
Episcopal
Sunday
time and money. In the mean Methodist
ing turn of nepresenting a whole
Brother

School
entertained
the
time they are handicapped by the
circus, from the band to the mon
RED CROSS SEALS
fact that they have no hall. They hood of the church, at a most en key, and the, bare-back rider to
joyable
reception,
at
the
home
of
1
desire to invite the veterans of
the elephant, with all of the poise
Christmas Red Cross seals of Is
HIS®
the surrounding towns to become ¡Mrs. Alice Authier, in High street, of a forty week circuit man. His thp design put out
in
the
Thursday,
evening,
about
forty
members of the Harold A. Webber
act showed both his native ability Red Cross' campaign against tu
post, hut hesitate until they ob being in attendance.
The following varied program and his careful training both as a berculosis, are now on sale in
tain suitable headquarters.
college amateub and on the pro town, a consignment having been
S
is
was
presented:—
There are organizations in Ken
fessional stage' The program of received by E. A. Bodge, chair
Hymn
—
“
What
a
Friend
We
nebunk which have ample facili
man
of
the
Red
I
Cross
chapter.
the
act
was:
—
I
ties which would be available to Have in Jesus.”
Parade.
The sale is entirely independent
Reading from the Scriptures—
the soldiers if their members saw
Ticket Seller |
of the membership drive, which
Mrs.
Sylvia
Clark.
fit to offer them temporarily for
“Cocoa—The monkey
has been on for some time, and
Prayer—Mrs. R. A. Rich.
the use of the post. It is suggest
Pop-Corn Boyl
the money obtained from the sale
Duet—Mrs. Alice Authier, Mrs.
ed that the tender of such quar
i Band.
of the stamps is devoted to the
Grace
Hume.
ters would be a graceful acknowl
“Teeney”—Trained elephant.— snecific purpose of < combating the
Reading
—
Mrs.
Me?rithew.
edgement of the services of the
¡Being brought ip. Introduction. White Plague and not to the gen
Piano Solo—Clarence Densmore'
local boys who presented them
Kneeling. Rollinglover. Mounting eral uses of the organization.
Military
Parade
—
<The
.
*
1„„
—
.
selves freely for the defense not
box Dancing. Begging for candy.
The Christmas Red Cross seals
wearing
hats,
trimmefi
by
the
men,
only of America but of civilization
“Lulu”—tight rbpe walker.
are familiar to everyone, as simi
and the men wearing comic head
itself.
“Mr. and Mrs., Sattsella and all lar campaigns haveT been carried
gear, supplied by the ladies.
First prize—Mrs. Isabella Hatch the little Sattsellas”—Shaker fam on for a number on years for the
A CHRITMAS GREETING
ily—Direct from Alfred.
Intro same purpose, and each year with
and James Moulton.
ducing separately Mr. Sattsella, an increase in the money raised.
Riddles
—
Won
by
Howard
Hatch
Because we’did not receive our
Sattsella, BabvtSattsella.
There are twelve /distinct depart
Musical Medley-Tie
between Mrs.
paper in colors on time—the paper
“Mlle. Hornette”—Uhe famous ments in the Red Cross tubercular
Gideon
Authier
and
Wilbur
Au

situation being much mixed, we
bare-back rider.
work-local anti-tuberculosis asso
will not be able to get out our thier, who each named 17 out of 20
“Wm. Hohenzollern”—King of ciation. tuberculosis
sanatoria,
Christmas Enterprise until next musical fragments played.
The program was followed by a ’the Beasts”—Jumping over whip. care of tuberculous soldiers, open
week. This is said merely in ex
Answering children’s! questions. air schools, preventoriums and
planation—we are placing in the buffet lunch, at the close of which
Aug.
1914, Leaving Berlin for the childrens camps, vocational train
Scott
Cloudman,
president
of
the
hands of our patrons this week
front.
Nov. 1918, Leaving the ing for cured and arrested cases,
Brotherhood,
thanked
the
ladies
a newspaper that this town ought
research work and -■ tuberculosis
to see with pride. We are surely for a most delightful evening. The front for Holland.
surveys, tuberculosis clinics, tusatisfied with an issue that has so response for the Mother’s depart
Band.
1 berculosis visiting nurses, annual
much to say for itself. Just ex ment was most graciously given
Side Show—Fat Man. The Beard physical examinations,
modern
pect something recherché for the by Mrs. Roger Hill, the president,
health crusade and health educacoming week—it will be a work of whose remarks were most happily ed Lady. The Snake Charmer.
H©n,
I Contortionist.
received.
art and interest.

AMERICAN LEGION RAISE IN PAY
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PROFESSOR ANDERSON’S

Class in Ariistic and Mode Dancing
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HOUSE

Every Friday Evening at 8 o’clock

ONE

LESSON

CONVINCES

-

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

Electrical Goods For Christmas

PROFESSOR ANDERSON’S
DANCING CLASS

IRennebunk Enterprise
PUBLISHER AND PROPRIETOR, ANNIE JOYCE CREDIFORD.
Enterprise Phone 19

' ' Modern dancing' is not so com
plex as the ordinary person might,
for Chambers make an excellent gift. Make your selection eatfe
at a casual glance, suppose. Or
dinary persons are those who do
not dance. Naturally, no one, in
—THE CROWDED INN—
Prices from
these brisk, new world days, and get first choice.
wants to remain an ordinary per
We can imagine how, on a winter morning, some 1920 years son, when by a little study, the
We have a large and handsome assortment
mastering of a few principles, one
since, a certain innkeeper stood .in his doorway as the sun was, com can hold one’s sector in any tering up out of the East, and listened to a . shepard who was saying, psichorean war that may occur.
“Oh, if you had only kept them,—if you had only listened to the The moral is—join a good danc
ing class.
voice of Charity—the Christ-child might have been born here, under
These musings are the result of
our attendance at the opening les
your roof, today.”
son of Professor Anderson’s class
And then how the innkeeper said,—at the end of the sheperd’s in dancing, last Friday night, at Electric Curling Irons, Heating Pads, Toasters, Irons, Grills, Heaters, Percolators, Immersion^
story, “ ‘Tis a strange tale sheperd. But,why should I regret. The the Mousam Opera House. And,
Heaters, Electric Chafing Dishes, Sewing Machine Motors, Vibrators, Vacuum Cleaners, |
unearthly light might have frightened my guests. The presence of surely, this one lesson was a
graphic illustration of what danc
a new-born babe might cause some of them to leave.”
ing is. We saw young people who Toy Electric Ranges, Toy Motors, Toy Shocking Machines.
And the rejoiner of the sheperd, “Yes, my friend, the presence were
not all sure of such a detail
of the Christ-child drives out such guests as yours. Pride and Anger, in convention as walking over a
Avarice and Self-Interest and all the rest who live not where He waxed floor, doing, under the care
dwells. He is the richest and fairest guest the world will ever fui coaching of the Professor, a
know, and His presence brings peace and good will to whomsoever two-step, a waltz, and a fox-trot,
before one could read 9.30, p. m.
bids him enter.”
on the face of the clock.
Finally, we hear the muttered reply of the innkeeper as he turn
The Professor has a pleasing
ed away—“But, after all, THERE WAS NO ROOM IN THE INN.”
direction in every ohe of his tricks
AH that comes to us across the silence of ten centuries—and it of winning hearts—and the pupil
finds, not the echo of the old tale, but the same thing over again, is dancing—has danced and is on
the way back to her seat, on the
Self-Interest stands at the head of every business, and he still has arm of the teacher^ quite before
the wonderful “faculty of divining whether,any would-be guest is there is time for embarrassment.
likely to prove profitable.” We are doing no business today, receiv- No opportunity, in the meantime,
is neglected to correct those little
ing no guests that our porter, Self-Interest, does not approve.
We wonder if there is not the secret of the High Cost of Living, gaucheries—awkwardnesses, which
are the kiìl-joy of ¡good taste in
“I have no room.” Nojnan is obliged to sell hi§ room, his labor, his deportment.
i
• coal, his any possession except on his own terms. And there is al
When we left thè class, at 10
p. m., twenty-five couples were
ways that best of all reason«,—“I have no room.”
The white paper on which these Words are printed has jumped dancing—male and female togeth
from 2%ca pound to 10%c for the same pound. Why? “Because er, and not ten of the seperate in
dividuals had guessed the mean
country newspapers, the real users of sheet print, are not participat ing of the proper steps before this
ing in the advertising campaigns which are admittedly born to defeat evening. Is not that good teach
the excess profit tax, and they cannot pass their abnormal cost along ing?
to a fat customer, as the large dailies are able to. do.” At the same
time, “The weekly newspaper was the first public voice to be raised
in the wilderness that is now America. That voice has always been
heard on the side of high patriotism, good citizenship, and public and
private morals.” And now its very existence is threatened by profi
teering in paper. THE PAPER BROKER STANDS AT THE INN
DOOR WITH HIS “I HAVE NO ROOM” FOR THE UNWELCOME
. GUEST—THE SMALL NEWSPAPER. “Just around the turn, of the
road you will find a stable in a cave. It is empty, and you will be
quieter there. There is straw, too, on which you can rest, and you
may have it without charge;” And? just as of old, “But, after all,”
the innkeeper mutters, “there is no room in he inn”—meaning the
KENNEBUNK
world, for such small business. It is well to recall that; of old the
unwelcome guests came, the “man walking by the side of, a donkey
on which sat a young woman.” And “the inn was full.”
Patient readers, the Enterprise wants your judgment in the MONDAY, Dec. 8th ONLY
matter. Shall we go to the cave? Or shall we stay with the inn
keeper-profiteer, pay his price, and put up the subscription price of
this paper and the cost of advertising in it to meet the demands of1
Never in the life of Christmas Trade was there a time when there were
the porter of big-business—Selfishness? Now the one dollar we re
ceive from the subscriber does not piay for the paper used for one
higher prices so easily met
*
issue of the Enterprise—and we are still charging the same price for Also Special Wed. and Ulgg
advertising that ruled before the days when we Stood before—“THF,
hi
CROWDED INN.”
This is not written in the air. We surely would like to hear
from the patrons of the Enterprise. For publication or for private
Buyers were never so prosperous, and despite high prices, buying continues
consideration,

BOUDOIR LAMPS

$5.50 up
Portables and Desk Lamps—

A Few Suggestions for Christmas Gifts

NORTON & HARDEN

Kennebunk

P. O. Square
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“And How About Your Holiday Gifts?”

Acme
Theatre
SPECIAL

Maine

Biddeford

Dustin Farnum in |

‘AManintheOpen’ I SAYS
Mrs. Charlie Chaplin

‘The Price of
a Good Time’

‘THE LEAGUE OF DAMNATION.’

Senator H. C. Lodge,
PROGRAM WEEK DEC. 8th to 13
Washington, D. C;,
Monday—Dustin Farnum in
My Dear Senator.
“A MAN IN THE OPEN”
Sunshine Comedy, “Neighbors
In my last letter to you I may have expressed displeasure at your
Keyhole”
\
attitude on the Panama Canal Tolls Repeal bill, now I wish to com
Tuesday—Contsance Talmage in
mend your attitude on the League of Damnation bill.
“ROMANCE AND ARABELLA”
In my travels for the past few months I have not found any one Helen Holmes in the 4th episode of,
who wants to see the Treaty and League passed in its unamended
“THE FATAL FORTUNE”
form. The Sovereignty of the U. S. A. must not be surrendered to Wed—Thurs. Mrs. Charlie Chap
lin in
any foreign nation or combination of nations, no matter under what
i “THE PRICE OF A GOOD TIME”
name they may masquerade. The amount of Tory propoganda which Burton Holmes
Pictograph
I have seen would stagger you if you could meet it as I have.
Friday—May Allison in
I sincerely hope and trust that you may have health and vitality “THE ISLAND OF INTRIGUE”
enough to stick by the ship until she is safely piloted through the Elmo Lincoln in the 3rd episode of
“ELMO THE MIGHTY”
breakers of the administration’s determination to fasten on our nation
Saturday—Harry- Carey in
the baleful British domination, which is how I interpret their six
“RIDERS OF VENGANCE”
votes to our one. The British high handed attitude as regards the Current Everit
Ford Weekly
Coming Dec. 17—18.
Standard oil fleet of tankers, formerly operated under the German
“THE MAN WITHOUT A
flag, convinces me that British intent is to hamper us in our attempt
COUNTRY”
to become again'a maritime Nation.
Their recent decision to allow none but Englishmen to servé on
WANTED—Young women be
the board of directors of the International Merchant Marine proves
conclusively to me that they do not intend that we shall have’ a voicet tween ages of eighteen and thirtyfive with, high-school education—
in the control of our own ships.
to enter St. , Barnabas Training
Now is the time to attend to the matter of Free Tolls for Ameri School for Nurses—3 years course
can ships engaged in domestic, commerce, in our own canal and so —-Salary $10 per month—also
relieve our ships from paying more' tolls than British ships of same offer 1 year course for women
size in our own canal. Please give this matter your earnest atten wishing to become practical nurs
es or nurses’ aids, Apply to St.
tion and allow no Tory to offer any reason whjf this should not be .Barnabas
Hospital,
done. You said there was no reason why our own ships should not
231 Woodfords St.,
go through free of tolls, but that you did not think .it advisable at
Portland, Maine.
Im. 4-11 18 25. ’19.
the time you wrote me. (See your files.)
I .am now holding a Chief Mate’s license and am much interested
in the matter and suggest that if you are not fully posted on this
NOTICE
matter that Capt. George L.. Norton, Editor of The Marine Journal
November 28, 1919.
of New York will be glad to enlighten you as to the effect on our
My wife, Mrs. Helen Marshall,
Merchant Marine of the repeal of the Panama Canal Tolls bill, one having left my bed and board I
of the most iniquitous bits of legislation you have ever voted for. inform all interested that I shall
But I believe from your present attitude that you have experienced not pay any bills of her contract^
a change of heart and opinion and trust I am right and that you ing after this date.
Perley Marshall.
will use your best efforts to remove this legislative and administra
Nov. 27. 3t. pd.
tive strain from our statute books.
Very truly,
R. M. Kittson,
•
Melrose, Mass.

Dr. Frederick R.
*Ferris

heavy.

And, about Christmas Day, there will be a great shortage in holi-

day goods—that means of all kinds

HURRY YOUR ORDER IN ! !
Just Now We Have a Wealth of Material

From Which to Seléct
Our Windows are a Reflection of Toyland—Our Counters Offer Thousands of Holiday

Features-Our Shelves are Loaded with up-to-the-minute Ctiristmas and New Year Gifts

and Favors--Our Stores Are Packed With Fine Assortments of Festal Selections—Our
Household and Fireside Equipment Is Teeming With the Best in the Market

BUT—We are selling our Holiday Stock NOW ! ! !
If you are considering anything for the Christmai Board

don’t delay or

dering it another minute

Osteopath

Mason Block'
Kennebunk
Evenings by appointment.

Yarns for Sweaters
Heavy and light weight, Light and
dark grey and Splendid Khaki Colors.
Extraordinary value at a limited
quantity.

Motor Trucking

OOU

skein

PORTEOUS, MITCHELL & BRAUN CO
PORTLAND

From 1 to 100 tons. No com
pany can quote lower prices on any
kind of cargo from Furniture to
Sand.
Call me up, it will save you
money.

R. G. SEAVEY

CLIP THE HOURS AND

ORDER TODAY

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

SWEATERS FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS

]ORTEOCS,j^lTCHELL& JRA1JN CO.

Quilted Vests for Christmas Gifts
Quilted Vests made with sleeves,2.98——Quilted Vests without sleeves, at 1.50
Hand Knitted Vests and "Shawls at 3.98

Portland, Maine

Middy Blduses in Cotton,' some with flannel collar, Serge Blouses, etc.

rsionj
lers, I

w

A FACT

FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS

Ladies’ Zephyr Sweaters, in Tuxedo and Coat styles........................ 10.00 and 12.50
Fine Shetland Swdatprs in Tuexdo style. Our excellent value at........................ 15.00
J/adies’ pure ¿ilk Sweaters in navy, smoke; Copenhagen, rose .................. 29.00, 35.00

The roof of this man’s
house had been leaky
for years. On all occa
sions when his attention
was brought to it by his
neighbors and he was
asked why he didn’t fix
it, he would reply: “Oh,
I’ll probably fix it to
morrow.” On one occa
sion he was asked. “Why
lon’t you fix it now?”
He said, “Tcan’t do it
now, it’s raining.” “Why
don’t you do it when it
don’t rain?” “When it
don’t rain it don’t need
' fixing” he replied; and
the roof still leaks.
That good old proverb
7 “Never put off until to
morrow that which may
be done today” has been
misinterpreted by many
• whose idea seems to be;
lever do today that
which you can put off
until tomorrow.
[t is really unwise to put •
?ff Christmas Shopping.
Many intentions are “to
do it tomorrow” in many
cases does not arrive
until the very last min
ute before Christmasthen there is one grand
rush.
It is grimly humorous as
well as pathetic to see a
wild-eyed person rush
into a store on Christ
mas eve. He is just be
ginning on his Christ
mas shopping. He is of
necessity “in a hurry”
and he selects according
ly. Mother may get a
beautiful Jewel Case
(she already has seven)
Sister may get a Vanity
Bag (just like the three
others she never uses);
young Brother draws a
nice game of tiddlewinks, when the boy is
really old enough for a
Gem Junior Safety raz
or. But father is fived
ill right, he gets his us
ual pair of suspenders
and is hot disappointed.
There’s a moral in all
this—Do Your Christ
mas Shopping Early—
and you can’t do it ’
“early” unless you be?in “now.”
,
—P., M. & B. Co.

In our big Basement Salesroom you will find
pieces—a big, big line.
may be bought in sets complete or in separate
Beautiful Dinnerware also, in stock patterns—,
Sad Irons, Tea Pots, Coffee Pots, etc., etc.—
Coffee Machines, Chafing Dishes, Toasters,
ideal for Christmas presents—Percolators,
hundreds of beautiful pieces of nickel ware,

ITH bur extraordinary merchandise preparations for Christmas, all completed, the interior special decorations ready, the\dramatic arrival of Santa Claus (THE
Santa Claus) all planned and arranged, the immense stocks of practical as well as the fanciful Christmas merchandise all opened up and attractively display
ed; are all logical reasons why we shall be more than ever this season

Christmas Shopping Headquarters
;I
nkj

You Can Begin Christmas Shopping Here NOW From New, Clean,
Fresh Stocks

T

HERE is ho denying it, merchandise is scarce, has been scarce and will be, but because of our-wise anticipations in buying we have assembled,for this Holiday busi
ness, larger quantities of desirable and dependable mechandise than ever before gathered together in this store. And this is important:—Many of the dines were
secured months ago—they are worth substantially more in the market today—but our whole stock is marked for, selling on the basis of the lowest cost—this means
yery lowest prices and best values procurable.—P., M. & B. Co.

CHRISTMAS HANDKERCHIEFS
The Standard Gifts for Men, Women and Children. No one ever
had too many Handkerchiefs. We show a wonderful assortment
this season. 1st floor.
Men’s Initial • Hankerchiefs at
15c, 25c, 50c and 75c each
Children’s Printed Handker
chiefs—colored, :10c or 3 for 25c Men’s hand woven and hand
hemstitched—very fine, 2.50 ea
Children’s Boxed Handkerchiefs
—Boxes of 3 for 39c and 59c Men’s fine all linen Handker
chiefs, 50c, 75c 1.00 and 2.00
Ladies’ Linen. Handkerchiefs,
each
hand embroidered, 3 for 1.00
Ladies’ Linen Initial Handker Ladies’ Spanish embroidered
Handkerchiefs-5.00 to 7.50 ea
chiefs, fine and sheer, 50c ea.
Ladies’ Boxed Handkerchiefs,
Initial Handkerchiefs, 15c up
59c, 89c, $1.00 for box of 3.

CHRISTMAS HOSIERY
Few Gifts please more than those of beautiful Silk Stockings.
Here they are in full holiday variety for women, children and
infants.
Women’s Fibre Silk Hose’ in
black and white—at only 1.00
Ladies’ “Phoenix” Silk Hosiery,
pair
the queen of all Silk Hose, in
white, black and colors, 1.35 up Children’s Silk Stockings in
white, in a full run of sizes.
Silk Stocking, full fashioned,
„black and colors, 2.00 to 3.25 Childrens’» one and one ribbed
Silk Stockings, in white.
Novelty Silk Stockings, many
dainty styles, 1.50 to 4.50 pair Infants’ Silk Stockings in one
and one and five-1 ribbed.
Embroidered clocks Silk Hose, a
Some are in pink and sky, or
fine line, 2.50 to 4.50 pair
in white.

CHRISTMAS NECKWEAR
From our splendid large stock of Holiday novelties you can readi
ly pick out a dainty piece of Neckwear which will be sure to
light the recipient.
Windsor Ties in plaids—also Lace Collars,' Venise pointed,
just right for the round neck
plaid four-in-hands-every and
dress so popular at present,
any kifid of plaid, 39c to 50c
at 50c, 1.00 up to 3.00 each
Windsor Ties in plain colors,
red, navy, black, blues and Boudoir Gaps—a wonderful line
- —very dainty one at 59c
browns, at 35c to 50c each.
Middy Ties in the large square Other Boudoir Caps in grand va
riety at 1.00, 1.50, 2.00 to-6.50
or half square styles, 1.00 to
Boxed on request.
3.50

CHRISTMAS GLOVES
Never saw a lady yet who would not appreciate the gift of a hand
some pair of Gloves. More especially a pair of our genuine
French Kid or finest grade Moc a Gloves.
French Kid Gloves in black and Ladies’ Fur Lined Gloves, 10.00
Ladies’ Fleece Lined Gloves of
colors—3.00 to 4.50 pair.
fine Mocha, 6.00 to 8.00 pair.
One Clasp Mocha Gloves, 3.50.
Ladies’ Wash Cape Gloves at Ladies’ 'strap wrist Gauntlets at
4.00 and 4.50 pair.
2.50, 3.00 and 4.00 pair.
One clasp French Suede Gloves,, Ladies’ Slip-on Gauntlets at 3.50
grey, beaver, brown, at 3.50. Childrens’ Kid Gloves, 1.85, 2.00
¿ Duplex Gauntlets, 2.00 and- 2.50 Children’s Mocha Gloves at 2.00
Chamoisette Gloves at 1.00.

GIFT things for men
Our Men’s Furnishings Department is full to overflowing with
gifts for men and boys. The big new Holiday lines offer an un
usual assortment of the things men like—and appreciate.
Men’s Night Shirts, 1.19 to 2.25 Men’s Triple Toe Hose at 50c pr
Men’s Pajamas from 2.25 to 4.00 Men’s Cotton Hose 25c and 35c
Men’s Outing Night Shirts, Men’s Cashmere Hose 50c to $1
Men’s Ties at 75c, 1.00 1.50 to
1.65 up.
4.00.
Men’s Outing Pajamas 2.00 up.
Men’s Silk Shirts 8.90 to 10.25 Men’s Gloves of Suede Cape and
Mocha, from 2.50 to 5.00 pr.
Men’s Fibre Silk Shirts 4.25 up
Men’s Silk Hose at 90c to 1.50 Boys’ Shirts, Blouses, Ties,
Night Shirts, Pajamas, etc.
Men’s fancy Silk Hose 1.75 pair
Men’s Shirts from 1.50 to 3.50

CHRISTMAS SLIPPERS

I
I

I

In anticipation of the big Holiday demanad we have assembled a
splendid large line of Christmas Slippers for men, women and
'children. The assortment is at its best right now.
^Women's Felt Slippers, cushion- Men’s Slippers, oxford grey felt
with cushioned elk soles that
ed soles, all the dainty colors
will stand hard service; at
including taupe and oxford,
1.25.
at 1.49
x
.
Women’s Felt Juliets, leather t Ï A finer quality at 2.00 pair. .
soles and heels, .all colors/at Men’s Leather Slipper—Kidskin
Everett and Romeo stylés,
1.75.
3.25.
Indian Moccasins for men and
women, also -in ' children’s Children’s and Misses’ Felt
Slippers in Everett Bootees
sizes^priced according to size
and Puss-in-Boots stylés at
< and style—1.50 to 4.50 pair.
75c to 1.50.

CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR THE BABY
From our Children’ s Dept—2nd floor
Long and Short White Dresses Carwage Robes of worsted, fur,
eiderdown and plain or em
| at from 1.00 to 7.50 each.
broidered Japanses robes,
Skirts and Princess Slips, 1.00
3.00 to 30.00.
to 3.50**.
Flannel Skirts efnd'Qertrudes at Worsted Leggins from 98c to
2.98
from 1.00 to
*3.50.
Worsteds Bootees^ Soft Sole Pant Legginettes, 2.98 and 3.98.
Shoes and Moccasins, 59c to Sweaters in, colors, 2.98 to 8.98
Sweater Sets from 5.98 to 12.50.
2.50.
Worsted and Cashmere Jackets Bath Robes, ¿1 year to 6 years, in
at from 1.00 to 5.00.
wj(ite and colors, 1.98 to'5.00
Worsted Sweaters, . Toques,
For ages 6 to 16 years, 3.98
7.98.
Tams, and Mittens 50c to 79c
Caps in silks, worsteds and an Infants’ novelties^—hundreds of
them from 29c to 4.50.
gora, 1.00 to 5.98.

SILK PETTICOATS

Toys—Toys and TOYS
Better than ever are we prepared to serve you ih Toys this season. And when we make this
statement, those who know us best, know exactly what it means and what to expect. We are
surely “Headquarters” for Toys; Basement Salesroom.—P., M. & B. Co.

Toys from 25c to $25.00
Mind Builder Blocks
Doll’s Furniture
Fox Spelling Slates
Children’s Desks
Humpty Dumpty Circus
Reed Doll Carriages
China Tea Sets
Christmas Stockings
Mechanical Toys
Mechanical Train Sets
Metal Soldiers
and hundreds

Blocks and Cubes
Kon-Struct-It
Hill Climbing Toys
Kiddie Cars
Velocipedes
Reed Chairs and Rockers
Boys’ and Girls’ Sleds
Toy Pianos ,
Moving Picture Machines
Modelwopd Blocks
Tintograph Sets
Wood body Doll Carriages
Horses and Carts
Chemcraft—new
Iron Toys—new ones
Bowling Alleys
Teddy Bears
Stuffed Animil Toys
Lionel Train Sets 1
Ives’. Train Sets
Coaster Sleds
Tool Chests
of others.
Prices 25c to 25-00

Dolls

Books

A grand showing of Dolls on our 4th floordisplayed in a big roomy space where selections,
may be made comfortably and satisfactorily.
Dolls of all complexions, sizes and types.
Dressed Dolls, undressed Dolls, character Dolls,
unbreakable^ Dolls. American and / Japanese
beauties in wonderful assortment.
Not only are Dolls scarce now—they will be
scarcer. Prudent people- will' make early
selections." Our prices are based upon the low
est cost—we advise all to select Dolls Now.
P., M. & B. Co.

Christmas Books—Holiday Books, Books, Books,
Books—-Never before such a comprehensive
showing—Here they are, thousands of them,
and every Book is fresh and crisp.
Books .'for children in better assortment than
ever before. Books for Mother, Sister and
Brother. Books for Dad and Books for “him”
or “her.”- Everybody is pleased with the gift
of a good Book, No matter what other gifts
you may select—you will also buy Books—-and
We advise selecting them early while the lines
are unbroken.—P., M. & B. Co. \

Holiday Jewelry, Leather Goods
Pyraline Ivory, Stationary, Toilet Goods
All in Complete Christmas Stock
You could stop at the abote departmens and satisfactorily check off your whole gift list for
every member of the family. The goods too, a re all bright new and fresh.

Pyralin Ivory
Gifts from 25c to 6.00
Hair Brushes, Mirrors, Combs,
Trays, Hair Receivers, Puff
Boxes, Buffers, Perfume Bottles
Picture Frames, Jewel Boxes,
Soap Cases, Pin Cushions, Man
icure Articles, Clocks, etc.

Gifts of Jewelry
50c up to 150.00
Solid Gold Jewelry— in Cuff
Links, Scarf Pins, Waldemar
Chains, Knives, Cigar Cutters,
Lavalieres, Brooches, Bar Pins,
Neck Chains, Cuff Pins, Lingerie
Clasps,
Thimbles,
Lockets,
Rings, Neck Chains, Crosses,
Pendants.
Gifts for Men, Women and Chil
dren.
"
•

Leather Goods
Gifts from 50c to 50.00
Shopping Bags, Hand Bags,
Flat Purses, Change Purses,
Bill Folds, Card Cases, Leather
and Velvet Vanity Boxes, Leath
er cased Manicure Sets, Travel
ing Cases, Music Rolls, Leather
novelties, Brass Desk Sets,
Gold and Silver Metal Cloth
Purses.

Perfumes, Sachets
and Toilet Waters
Melba, Coty, Houbigant, Rigaud
Beautiful Bags
Roger and Galiet, Piver, Hud? Fashion Jewelry of Distinction50c to 54.25
nut, Kerkoff—the leading stan Bar Pins, Brooches, Rings, etc.
dard makes at our low prices—- in sterline and Sterling silver Solid Beaded Bags, Velvet em
Melba. Gift Sets 3.00 to 8.00 Watches for Men and Women. broidered Bags, Metal Ribbon
Bags, Velvet, silk-trimmed Bags
Plain Velvet Bags, Silk Bags,
Miscellaneous Jewelry, etc.
Mesh Bags, Pearl Necklaces, Jetl Velvet Vanity Bags, Children’s
Perfumizers, Incense Burners, Chains, Ribbon Santoirs, Rosary' Velvet Bags.
Cutex Gift packages, Hyglo Gift Beads, Finger Rings, Lockets/
packages, Colgate’s ' Perfume Vanities, Bracelets, ThimbleS,1 Everything for the man who
Sets, etc., etc.
¡Earrings, etc., etc., etc.
1 shaves—everything.

Especially for Christmas Gifts we have assembled unusually large lines of
LAMPS, CANDELABRA, FRAMED PICTURES, COUCH COVERS, SUIT CASES, BAGS,
WARDROBE TRUNKS, BED SPREADS, COMFORTABLES, FANCY LINENS, ETC.
Complete assortments also of fragrant Cedar Chests, Matting Utility Boxes, Japanese Cloi
sonne, Cretonnes, Damasks, Huck and Turkish Towels, Blankets, Satin Bed Spreads, Bath Robe
Blankets, etc.
Those who are looking for Gifts out-of-the-ordinary will do well to

For Christmas Gifts

They come in colors to match
or blend with the shades of the
new suits and dresses.
Silk Petticoats, heatherbloom
tops, our good yalueat 2.98.
The outsides at 3.98 each.
’affeta Silk Pettico kts in change
able colors, 5.00, 5.98 to 10.00
Jersey top, taffeta flounce Pet
ticoat's at. 5.00, 5.98 and 7.98.
Silk Jersey Petticoats in plain
colors at 5.98 each.

SILK WAISTS
For Christmas Gifts

Waists of Silk, Waists of Cot
on, Waists of Georgette crepes
—in regular and outsizes—a
big, big line.
Stripes Wash Silk Waists 2.98
Wash Silk Waists, flesh, white,
3.98.
Crepe de Chine Waists, J>.98 to
10.00
Wash Satin Waists, 6.98, 7.98
Georgette Waists in light and
dark colors, some with exquis
ite face trimriiings,'5.98 to 25.
Taffeta Silk Waists, stripes, 6.98
Striped Satin Waists at 6.98
Black Silk Waists, Jap, at 3.98
Black Crepe de Chine and Satin
Waists at 5.98, 6.98, 7.98.
Silk Shirts of crepe de chine and
pussy willow taffeta, 12.50 up
Cotton Waists, 2.50 to 15.00

APRONS! APRONS!
For Christmas Gifts

In our big stock of Holiday
Aprons there is a pleasing gift
for every woman.

Kimono Aprons with belts or
with elastic waist 1.25 to 3.50
Kitchen Aprons at 50c, 59c, 69c,
75c.
Round Tea Aprons, Square Ap
rons, Maids’ Aprons, lace and
hamburg trimmed,75c 1.00 to
2.25.
Nurses Aprons, all styles, 1.75
up.
Waitress Aprons, small, 75c and
. .50c

SILK AND MUSLIN

UNDERWEAR
For Christmas Gifts
What a superb collection of ex
quisite pieces! How beautiful
the colors and the trimmings!

Silk Undergarments in Envelope
Chemises, Camisoles, Gowns,
Skirts, Bloomers. Brices run
1.00 to 6.98 piece.
Philippine Underwear iirTShvelope Chemises and Gowns—
some with Irish lace, 2.50 to
12.98.
Muslin Undergarments in En
velope Chemises, Gowns,
Skirts, Drawers, Corset Cov
ers, Straight Chemises, Com
binations. Prices run from
1.00 to 5.00 piece.

GLASS

We are using our Furnishing-Rooms for a display of unusual things for Holiday gifts—Odd
pieces of furniture, decorative lamps and shades. Odd mirrors, sofa pillows, Belgian wrought
iron lamps. Japanese Hawthorne Jars, Bamboo bird cages, Chinese Boko ware, Candelabra,
Wall Brackets, etc., etc.
'/

We have not seen a larger or
more comprehensive showing
df beautiful Cut Glass pieces
than we now have on exhibition
Prices 1.50 to 65.00

One of these handsome
pieces will not only in itself
be delightful but all the more
acceptable because it will
represent your own handi
work. AH stamped for em
broidery we have:—,
Aprons, Knife, Fork and
oon covers, Rubber covers,
Table covers, Shirt covers,
Collar bags, Tie racks, Crib

For Christmas Gifts
• -ilts, Bibs, Bath sets, etc.
Most of these articles are all
made up and . require only
the embroidery to complete
them.
Luncheon Seta—Cloth and
Napkins, all stamped, at 2.00
?t. Bath Towels stamped in sim
ple design for embroidery,
for 39c

MITCHELL

OF RIBBONS
For Christmas Gifts

Many rare novelties now on
exhibition any of which may
be inexpensively reproduced.
Ribbon Nosegays, very pretty
25c
3-piece Ribbon Lingerie Sets,
several styles in pink and
blue and white, at 50c, 75c
1.00, 1.25
Sachet Pads in pink, blue, lav
ender and rose at 50c ea.
Sachet Bags in rainbow col
ors, 2.00.
Boudoir Garters, pink, blue,
at 98c and 1.25
Vanity Cases in pink, blue,
rose at 50c and~75c.
Large Powder Puffs at 2.00 ea
all of the above put
up in neat gift boxes
Ribbon Novelties for Baby:—
Baby Armlets, some with
bows to match, at 50c and
75c
Single Bows and Sets of Bows
for Baby’s bonnet at 69c
and 1.00
Baby Garters in pink or blue
75c
Carriage Bows in pink or blue
1.50
all put up in boxes

A List of Ribbon Novelties
Hand Bags for street o.r for
evening wear—Camisoles—
Boudoir Caps—Handkerchief
3ases—Glove Cases—Boudoir
Lamps—Pin Cushions—Pow
der Cases—Hair Bands for
evening wear, Candle shades
Telephone screens—all for
sale at Ribbon department or
nstructions in making any
of them cheerfully given.

CHRISTMAS CUT

Visit Our Special Gift Rooms on Fourth Floor

NOVELTIES TO EMBROIDER

DAINTY CREATIONS

We also show, made of rib
bons: Baby bonnets, Baby
Toilet baskets, Baby Gift
boxes, Baby Sacques, etc.

KIMONAS AND NEG

FANCY CHINA

LIGEES GIFTS

For Christmas Gifts

The larger sizes, 1.00 to 1.75.
Pillow Cases, day Slips, and
Sheets. Shams stamped and
ready for crochet edge, also
Pillow covers stamped. with
buttonhole edge, 1.50
Bed Spreads stamped for
French knots embroidery—
Bolster and Scarf to match.

<&' BKAUN

Exquisite patterns and decora
tions on fine Japanese china—
Mayonnaise dishes, Bon Bons,
Cups and Saucers, Sugars and
Creams, Bowls, Vases, etc.
Prices 1.00 to 15.00

Silverware
Sterling Silver, Silver Plated
and Sheffield Plate—
Gifts from 1.00 to 100.00

For Christmas Gifts
Ladies’ Cotton Crepe Kimo
nos, plain and figured, 2.98
to 5.00
Silk finished Crepe Kimonos
in plain colors only, at
5.00, 6.98
Crepe de chine Negligees, at
10.00, 11.25, 15.00, 25.00 to
45.00

COMPANY
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BUILDING> BIDDEFORD
Corner Main and Franklin Streets

The Ladies’ and Misses’ Coat and Suit Shop
DECEMBER IS HERE
and with it comes

An Important Mark Down Sale of Entire Stock of Ladies’ Misses’
And Children’s

?

COATS, SUITS, DRESSES, FURS, ETC
Facts and Figures are Worth Your While
Sale Commences Thursday Morning December 4th
Everything Marked in Plain Figures and Nothing Reserved

SUITS

COATS

v The Lowest Prices on-High Grade Suits since 1912.
Ladies’ and Misses’ sizes' in. Suits made from Wool Ve
lours, Oxford Grays, Silvertone, Jerseys, Broadcloth, Pop
lins, Silvertips, Serges, Burilla Cloth, etc,. An assort
ment of oyer 250 Suits, sizes 14 to 46, marked down as
follows:
All $30 Suits of every description marked to ./.: : . $18.75
All $40 Suits marked to .................... .. $27.50
. $34.50
All $45 Suits marked down to..........
All $49.50 Suits marked down to . ................... .. $37.50
All $65 Suits to be closed at ..... . /.. .. $44.50
AU $75 Suits market}, to .. ............................... \ . .. $62.50
.. $74.50
All $95 to $100 Suits marked to............ ..
In the above lot of Suits many are fur trimmed
with Hudson Seal, Beaver, etc.

Over 400 Coats of\ every description in this Sale.
All the New Cloths and lots of Fur Trimmed Models in
Hudson Seal, Beaver, Marten^ and Raccoon Furs.
$16.75
$25 Côats marked to
$19.75
$30 Coats marked to ,
$24.50
$35 Coats marked to
$29.75
$40 floats marked ' to
$34.50
$45 Coats marked to .
$39.50
$50 Coats marked to
$44.50
$60 Coats marked to
$49.50
$65 Coasts markèd to
$58.50
$75 Coats marked to
$74.50
$90 £Tqats marked tp

Fur Coats
French Coney Fur Coats from $75 to .......... $64.50
French Coney Fur Coats frofii $89 to........ ..
$74.50
Russian Marmot Fur Coats from $150 to ....... $123.50
Australian Raccoon Fur Coats from $150 to .... $124.00

Fur Neck Pieces
Special Values in Wolf, Raccoon, Black Fox, Taupe
Fox, Stone Marten and Brown Marten, from $30, $35,
$45, $50 and $60, marked down to .. ?... .x.,... /..
...............$22.50, $29.50, $37.50, $40.00 and $45.00

James G. C. Smith,

Dress Skirts
$10' Sergé and Poplin Dress Skirts marked ...... $7.90
$12.50 to $15 Serge and Poplin Öress Skirts, marked $9.98
$10 Plaid Dress Skirts marked .... .z . .
. . . $7.98
$10.98 r
$15 Plaid Dress Skirts marked ..
$13.98
$18.50<Plaid Dress Skirts marked

Children’s Coats
Children’s Coats, âges 6, 7, 9, 10 years
$10 Coats marked ... .J;.. .... v... $7.98
$15 Coats marked .................................... .. :..... $11.98
Children’s 10,12 and 14 year plush Coats, with'Fur
Collar, $30 models for ...................................... $22.50

DRESSES
$18.98
$22.50
$26.50
$33.50
$36.50
$22.50
$26.50
$2?.5O

$25 S€rge Dresses marked to ...
$30 Serge Dresses marked to . $35 Serge Dresses marked to ....
$40 Tricotine Dresses marked to .
$45 Tricotfne Dresses marked to
$30 Jersey Dresses, marked to .
$35 Jersey Dresses marked to
$30 Velvet Dresses marked to

iI

Plush Coats
$25 Plush Coatees in both Beaver and Seal Plush
marked to .......... .......... ........................$18.98
$30 Plush Coatees in both Beaver and Seal Plush
marked to
........ ............................. $22.50
$35 Plush Coatees in both Beaver and Seal Plush
Ii
marked to ....... ......
$26.50
$49,50 Plush Coatees in both Beaver and Seal Plush,
marked to.........................................
$3^.50
$60 Plush Coatees in both Beaver and Seal Plush
$49.50
marked to . . . . . ......................................
$37.50
$49.50 Moleskin Plush Coatees marked to
$38.50
$45 Long Plush Coats marked to...............
$42.50
$50 Lohg^Plush Coats marked to ;.......
$59.50
$75 Long Plush Coats marked to ..........
$74.50
$85 Long Plush Coats marked to .......
$98.50
$125 Long Plush Coats marked to............
i
Many of the Plush Models are Fur Trimmed.

SMITH BUILDING, CÓRNER MAIN 0 n Riflfkffird
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I at this service.
Will S. Coleman, Minister
PRICES RANGE FROM $8 to $15
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Stylish Comfortable
SHOES FORWOHEN

Kennebunk Beach

P1ARBLE BLOCK SHOE STORE,

Biddeford, Me, |

Wells Branch

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK. MAINE

A $15,000.00 STOCK IN A
REAL CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY GIFT

^PEOPLE’S CLOTHING CO.i
209 Main Street, City Building, Biddeford; Maine
Requests You to Read the Following with Care and Thought
We Have Just Purchased the ENTIRE $15,000.00 STOCK of Men and Boys’ Clothing
Assembled by H. Rubin of New York City.
The Wholesale Price of Most of These Goods has Advanced 35 to 50 per cent. Since Their
Purchase by Mr.. Rubin
'

These Goods are Now arriving—we want room tor this arriving stock of Men and Boys’ Clothing, and the
timeliness of this Rubin purchase enables ns to afford you big Savings NOW ! !! We are offering you big
values in a selection without equal oEapproach. Never since High Cost of Living sent ClothiPg up so HIGH
has Biddeford^Shoppers been offered such a rare OPPORTUNITY.
Every article listed below represents a real “Christmas Gift” to you. The goods cannot be placed in our stock again for
the money you pay for them I ! ! We are not ^attempting to disguise the fact that we have more Clothing for Men and
Boys now on hand than we can store—we must lower pur stock—and .we will give you a Holiday share in a SALE which
would be impossible under ordinary Conditions.
/
'
MEN’S WELL TAILORED SUITS AND OVERCOATS

UNDERWEAR FOR MEN

EXCELLENT VALUES AT SOCIAL PRICES

$4.75 All Wool Union Suits .....
,••••• $3.85
$2.95 Fine Heavy Weight Cotton Union Suits' .... $2.00
$2.25 and $2.00 Heavy Cotton Derby Ribbed Union
Suits.................................................... $1.65 and $1.45

The prices of Clothing Next Spring are going to be
Higher—Here is your opportunity.
$32.00 Suits And Overcoats............................... < . $23.50
$35.00 Suits and Overcoats........ ...........
$26.75
$37.00 Suits and Overcoats ................
$28.50
$40.00 Suits and Ovrecoats . . . ..............
$32.00
$45.00 Suits and Overcoats................... $35.00 and $38.00

SHIRTS AND DRAWERS
$2.75 Heavy Wool Shirts and Drawers . . $1.65 and $1.75
$1.25 Heavy Fleece Lined Shirts and Drawers........89c
$1.25 Heavy Ribbed Shirts and Drawers....................89c
T1'

LIBERTY BONDS TAKEN AT FULL
MARKET VALUE ON ALL SALES.

WONDERFUL VALUES IN BOYS SUITS AND
OVERCOATS
$15.00 Suit and Overcoat............. . V. ..... $11.00
$12.00 Suit and Overcoat................................
$9.00
$10.00 Suit and Overcoat . v . . . .*. .^. . . v.
. . r. . $7.50
$8.50 Suit and Overcoat............................................ $6.75
BOYS’MACKINAWS
$12.00 All Wool Mackinaw..................................... $8.75
$10.00 All Wool Mackinaw..........
A......... $7.75
$8.50 All Wool Mackinaw ............................... *
$6.75
ODD LOTS OF MEN’S TROUSERS

$10.00 Trousers reduced to........... . . ..... .............. $7.75
$7.75 Trousers reduced to........................................ $5.75
$6.75 Trousers reduced to .......... .5,.............
$5.25
$5.00 Trousers reduced to
................................. $3.85
$4.25 Trousers reduced to . ................................... $3.25
$3.25 Trousers reduced to.........................
$2.50
EXTRA HEAVY WORK TROUSERS ALL WOOL

All Sizes Value $7.00 and $5.00 . . . $5.25, $3.85 and $2.85

BOYS’ TROUSERS

$2.00 Values for.............................................. $1.10, $1.25
$3.50 Values All Double Lined....................... $1.75, $1.95

MEN’S SWEATERS
$6.50 Ruff Neck Heavy Knit 85 per cent wool yarn, . $4.85
$8.00 Slip-on Shaker—Finest Pure Worsted and all... .
Wool Yarn, Shaker stitch.............................
$5.95
$11.00 Ruff Neck—all Wool Heavy Knit Double Roll
Collar, Cuffs and Bottom........................... $7.95
$6.00 Boys all Wool Sweater Slip-on....................... $4.65
$3.00 Boys Wool Sweater . .................... ............'. $2.25

MEN’ SILK HOSE—ART SILK AND PURE SILK

MEN’S COTTON HOSE
v Black, White and Colors ...
25c Durham-Fare Heel Full Seamless, Good Quality 15c
25c ' Good Quality Hose .................................
12c

WOOL HOSE MIXED AND CORE YARN
$1.00 Core Yarn Full Seamless Firm Knit Soft Finish
Heavy White, Blue and Oxford................................. 65c
75c Wool, Full Seamless...............................
50c
50c Mixed Wopl Spliced Heel and Toe
. 35c

GLOVES AND MITTENS
Every pair will carry a good substantial reduction.
FLANNEL SHIRTS x
$5.00 Khaki Color All Wool, Military Style............$3.85
$3.25 Extra Heavy Gray with Military Pockets .... $2.40
$2.50 Khaki with Military Pockets a great Value . . . $1.65
$2.75 Khaki Color—a Bargain...........................
$1.95
$2.00 Gray Collor—well worth price......................... $1.25
MEN’S FINE SILK FRONT SHIRTS
$2.00 Value for..........
................................. . $1.25
$3^00 Value.........................................
$2.25

WITH MANY OTHER BARGAINS THAT SPACE
DOES NOT ALLOW US TO NAME.

FANCY AND SOLID COLORS
85c Baronet Art Silk Plated Full Seamless High Splic
ed Heel and Extension Toe.................................. 50c
50c Art Silk Plated Body Mercerized Top................. 35c

CORDUROY PANTS
$5.50 to $6.00 Values at..............
........ $4.25
NO SUCH LOW LEVEL OF PRICES CAN BE FOUND

CASHMERE HOSE

ELSEWHERE IN MAINE.

75c Firm Knit Full Seamless Good Quality . .......... 35c
75c Full Seamless Medium Weight . ............................35c

THIS STOCK MUST BE SOLD

Are These Not Un matchable BARGAINS

EOPLE’S CLOTHING CO.
209 Main Street, City Building, Biddeford, Maine
CARFARE PAID BOTH WAYS FOR ANY CONSIDERABLE PURCHASES BY OUT-OF-TOWN SHOPPERS.

..............
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R. (. SIGNERS.
Continued From Last Week
Fred Cdusens
Tobias Gullofsen
Vaughn O’Brian, jr.
Wilbur Waterhouse
T. W. Dearbon
J. L. Simpson
W. A. Libby
Thomas Burke
Sumner R. Pitts
William F. Mitchell
Frank Shaw
Oscar A. Mitchell
E. W. Clark
L. J. Dow
R. Waterhouse
Frank Drown
Alexander McInnis
C. L. Davis
A. C. Goodwin
R. L. Mitchell
Guy Wilson
i
C. F. Swett
A. H. Somers
Will S. Coleman
Isabel R. Chase
Mary L. Goodwin
George L. Stone
J. Stanton Stone
A. Louise Stone
Carrie B. Burke
Isabel E. Roberts
George E. Larrabee
Belle Witham
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Webb
Charles R. Littlefield
Persis B. Hawley
, Lillian C. Hawley
F. A. Small
Julia E. Small
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Richards
H. E. Furvoll
R J. Grant
Alice Grant
Mrs. Sarah W. Smith
Helena Joy
Mrs.Lucy H. Varney
Alice M. Varney
Mary E. Varney
George C. Ward
Lucy S. Hammond
E. Louise Caine
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Clark
Mrs. F. M. Lowell
Alma Creelman
Jesse M. Strayhorn
Thomas R. Goodwin
Sarah J. Noble
Mrs. S. W. Perkins
Annie F. Littlefield
Edith Furbish
Ethel Furbish
Mrs. George Furbish
John T. Ward
Nellie C. Merrill
Frank M. Ross
Annie M. Ross
Florabel L. Ross
Benjamin F. Titcomb
Frances Larsen
Eulalie B. Webb
Matthew P. King
A. F. Jacquemin
Mrs. Mary P. Smith
M. Ellen Smith
Ralph M. Joy
Mrs. M. F. Burnham
• Edward B. Hinckley
Norma E. Greene
E. R. Warren
Mrs. Joshua Clark
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Gelant
Olive P. Clark
Isadore A. Smith
Florence W. Berry
Annie J. Larrabee
Lucy A. Pierce
Mrs. W. P. Maling
William P. Allison, Sr.
Mabel W. Huff
Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Brigham
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Sanborn
Mrs. Warren Howard
A. J. Crediford
Elizabeth Kimball
A. T. Stevens
M. G. Parsons
C. W. Goodnow
George. W. Tomlinson
Myrtle A. Tomlinson
Isabel L. HirstStella Cluff
MyrtL Foster
Cora Rowe
Annie O’Brien
Alice Johnson
Lester Hatch
Angie Keniston
/
Grace M. Hume
Ethel Cluff
Alice J. Merrill
Carlos Stevens
Ruby M. Butland
Myrtle B. Littlefield
Nellie Young
Dorothy Hirst
Sarah Cousens
Maude Batchelder
Nellie Tomlinson
Louise Clark
Donald Gordon
Joe Noble
Minnie Adjutant
Lena Haines
Harold Eaton
Walter Larsen.
Grace Yonner
Dorothv Webber
W. T. Kilgore
Emora Kilgore
Annie Meserve
Clara H. Meserve
0. E. Curtis
Mr: and James Moulton
A. H. Smith
Helen H. Curtis
James Ross
Robert N. Cram
Donald D F’nlavson
William Ef. Barry
Margaret L. Thompson
Lilias Young ‘
Mrs. John J.- GilHnsie
Mrs. Trving N- Perkins
Mrs. Marv Q. Moody
Lucy A. Thomnsnn
Mrs. Robert McCrindle
' Mrs. TJHian Hill
Kate M. Lord
Mrs. E. W. WvattMrs. A J. Smith
G. W. Bnwrpe
Mrs. G. W. Bourne
Mrs. Nj L. Thomnson
Mrs. N. P. Eyeleth

Robert P. Doremus
Mabel E. Greenleaf
R. W. Lord
W. L. Dane
Mrs. Smith Burgess
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Dresser
Ida M. Grant
A. W. Bragdon
Mrs. S. B. Pajsons
C. L. Christie
Joseph T. Cole
Frank Rutter
Ida L. Rutter
Celia Smith
Nellie Hatch
Marcia Smith
Sulie Cousens
Mrs. Charles. Whidden
Mabel Bridges
Henry H. Abbott
. Jesse Stevens
Warren Stahl
Joseph Therrien
Walter Kimball
- Agnes Matthews
Marion Currier
Helen Clark
Valeria R. Hickey
Hazel G. Butland
Grace Littlefield
Fred Welsh
Olive Varney
Joseph Cox
M. S. Costellow
E. H. O’Neil
Emery Fairfield
George Adjutant
L. J. Lombard
R. O. Evans
P. H. Harris
S. E. Clark
Eddie Brown
E. H. Hatch
W. S. Pitt
R. A. Rich
Mrs. Ida Cloudman
Georgia Washburn
Charles Clark
B. A. Smith
A. F. Jell iso n
George Rouleau
George F. Lewis
Arthur Willis
F. C. Noble
Leonard Bodwell
W. J. Nedeau
G. A. Gilpatric
Benjamin Graves
Raymond Towne
Harry Tomlinson
Henrietta Hatch
Gertrude Gordon
Vera Galeucia
Annie Sampson
Frank Noble
Arthur Nunns
Edna Clough
Myrtle Hall
Georgianna Chartier
Louie Lombard
Alice. Nunns.
Mrs. William Berry
Carrie Bragdon
Edna Bailey
Jessie Butland
Alma Foster
Harold Waterhouse
* Ethel Roberts
Ada Reynolds
Gladys Blumenstockz,
Florence E. Hawkins
Christipa Hesp
Rena Smith
Pearl Decker
Hattie Haines '
Hazel C. Hamilton
Annie F. Authier
Herbert Strayhorn
Franklin Littlefield
William Decourcey \
Mrs. S. Laycock
Isabel Hatch
Malvina Lamontagne
Mary F. Day
William Tomlinson
Emma Crocker
William Taylor
Francis Benson
Fannie Gormm
Bessie Libby
Grace Day
A. Lightowler
Flossie Littlefield
Mabel Hicks
Laura ’Knight
Effie Mackay
William Bath
Edmund Burke
Milnes Waddington
Elsie M. Pierce
Effie C. Campbell
Florence Hatch
Christine Emmons
Miranda Lebeau
Henrietta Marshall
Ethel C. Caswell
Grace E. Louis
Gladys Dyer
Ruth Louis
Nora I Wormwood.
John W. Seeley
HORSE

I wish to let my horse until
next April for his keep; or would
sell “him. Weighs about 13501b s.
Is a true worker and good driver.
G. T. Oliver, Inquire of Walter
Emmons. Telephony Kennebunk
67-12.
Adv.

DR. W. T. COX
OSTEOPATH „
113 Main St.,
Biddeford, Me.
Office Hours, 9 to 5.
Tel. Con.
Graduate under the
founder of the Science
Dr. A. T. Still,

SnOKE

CIGARS
MANUFACTURED BY

W. J. Bradford Co

We have just received shipment
of 1920 models and are in a po
sition to make immediate delivery
of the Chevrolet Cars:

Without
Question
We now have the most ^beautiful line of
Overcoats ever shown in our store. They come
in waist line and conservative cuts and’ are
tailored in the finest mannerf-fully equal to the
best custom work. Prices on these desirable
garments range from $25.00 to$50.00-

We also have a very complete stock of
Men’s and Young Men’s Suits in Blues, Browns,
Greens and Grays that cannot be surpassed for
sytle, quality and workmanship. You should
give them a careful inspection. They are well
worth it. As good values as we have ever
show and should go fast'at these prices.
$27.50 to $40.00

“Baby Grand .....................$1343.90
(Model F. B.) Touring
“Baby Grand-Roadster • .. .1317.90
“Baby Grand Sedan ..... 1929.30
“Four-Ninety Touring .... 820.50
“Four-Ninety Roadster. ... .799.65
“Four-Ninety Sedan ..... ,1293.70
“Four-Ninety Coupe .... 1215.55
Delivered
We also have for immediate de
livery Velie Passenger Cars; also
the Cole Aero 8;
. Our ,Sales Representatives, Mr.
Arey~ and Mr. Miner, will be at
Thacher Hotel if you wish to have
a demonstration.

c

FALMOUTH GARAGE & TIRE CO
PORTLAND, ME.
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R. W. LAIRD, MGR.
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In hats we don’t have to take ours off to
anyone in the two cities. The Guyer is stand
ard both in appearance and price. It comes in
all the popular shades and Velours and sells
from $4.00 to $7.00
W WO

A big line of Derby hats at $4.00 and
$5.00 is a leader with us. Come in and look
them over.

r gig

, Chevrolet "Four-Ninety" Touring Car $735, f./o. b. Flint, Mich.

A. A. BIENVENUE

6'8 Water Street

6 Water Street,

Biddeford, Me.

Saco, Maine
Biddeford

140 Main Street

Harry Aaronovitch
iiiiiiinitiiitiiiiiiiiin

TWO STORES

At Morin’s Drug Store
Cor. MAIN & JEFFERSON Sts., BIDDEFORD
YOU’LL FIND ALL THE WELL-KNOWN
AND FAVORED

EVERYTHING OF WORTH
BOUGHT and SOLD
Complete Furnishings for Cottages, Houses
Apartments, Bungalows and Beach Camps

La France

Nickle Theatre

Christmas Gifts

BIDDEFORD

Our store is full of surprises, the pleasantest

Hat., 2 p. m., Eve., two full show, 6.30-7.15

of which is that you’ve more money left when

i
I

through buying than you expected. Pay our
store a visit whether you buy or not, and

Special Holiday Features

or

Showing for the first time here

yourself.

I

CHRISTMAS TIDE—Children accompanied
by parents admitted FREE afternoon and evening.

GIFTS FOR MEN
GIFTS FOR WOMEN
GIFTS FOR CHILDREN,
GIFTS FOR ALL.

—A PLEASING MODEL IN
BLACK OR BROWN BRIGHTEN
ED BY A GREY BUCK TOP
New LA FRANCE boots effec
tively supplement’a smartly tailor
ed suit and dashing hat.
Because her shoes bear the LA
FRANCE trade mark Milady will
have absolute foot comfort as well,
as the pleasure of being beauti
fully shod.
We shall be glad to show you the
new LA FRANCE models which,
we carry in AA to EE widths.

THE ARMISTICE DAY
CELEBRATION
flATINEE 2P. n. Children, 6c; Adults. 11c
EVENING, 6.15&8.15;Children6c; Adults lie, ITc

NICKLE CONCERT ORCHESTRA
Seven Pitees

FREE a beautiful ART CALENDER given away

with every Sale of $1.00 or more. See them on

Maguire The Shoeist
Opp. The Library.
BIDDEFORD

display.

EAT MORE BREAD!

Horse Blankets
FURNITURE Smokingof Hams
------NEW SECOND HAND —
All kinds of second hand furniture
bought at

We are now equipped to
smoke hams and bacon in
Highest Prices any quantities, large or
in Large òr Small Lots.
kmall, real old New Eng
If you have anything for sale telephone land style. Price four cents
or write me. Best line Of new and reovate d fur ni tu re at reasonable prices per pound.
It will pay you to call.

IT IS YOUR BEST

Full line up to the minute stock.
All verities sizes and weights in
Street and Stable Blankets.
The size of our stock enable us to
buy at Lowest Prices. You get the
benefit,
GEORGE A. SHIELD
. / (successor to W. Boivin) ....
12 Alfred Street.
Biddeford
Harness and Harness Repairing

and Cheapest Food.

bib ihe Best Breon oi me Price ol Poor
IS MADE AT

Joy’s Bakery

WOOD SAWING;

Farmer’s' Exchange

Wood sawed into stove lengths
in any quantity anywhere by pow
HL Shapiro
West Kennebunk
er machine. Apply to S. M. Tvedt.
74-80 Elm st, Tel. 239-R, Biddeford Do we have Cobs? Yes by the car Tel. 133-13. Ken. Kennebunk, Me.
Adv. 11-13-19 4t. pd.
,
load

I

“Its Cheaper to Buy Than to Bake”

J
t

i

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK. MAINE

¿taísimas Gifts
r Sure to Please

1 LOCAL NOTES

The Christmas Gift Selected at this

store carries with it the Guarantee of
Quality which will be immediately re-

cognized by the recipient and which is

always essential to the Satisfactory gift.

Wonderful
¿Assortments of
Useful, Practical
Holiday" Gifts
Never has our store been so well prepared to care for^ouY Christmas wants.
Every department is ready with a splen
did assortment of the best goods obtain
able, all at our usual moderate prices,
many at special low prices. The whole
store is permeated with the spirit of the
season and it’s a real Christmas one as is
evident by the brightness, cheeriness,decorations and newness of HOLIDAY
GIFTS, everywhere.

RIÑES BROS. CO
Portland, Maine
“Where Quality Reigns Stpreme’

§

< MARRIAGE ANNOUNCEMENT
The following marriage an
nouncement was received on last
Monday morning at the office of
1
the
Enterprise.
]Mr. and Mrs, Albert James Higgins
announce the marriage of their
daughter
Mary Rebekah
to
Mr. Frank Warden McCann
on Wednesday, November the
twenty-sixth, one thousand nine
hundred and nineteen
Washington, District of Columbia.

Superintendent M. Tp Bragdon
announces that the schools will
close oh Friday, December IS, for
'theftoo weeks Christmas vacation.
The regular-church slipper and
entertainment of the Baptist
church will be held in the church
dining room on Thursday evening,
December hi. The supper will be
at 6.30.
Harry Howard, of Rochester,
New Hampshire, the contractor
who was here for several weeks
f this summer for the State HighTO OUR ADVERTISERS
■ way commission, was in town this
| week on business.
Matter for this issue to the
* ex
Samuel J. Perron and JohnyHesp tent of two whole pages we have
of Kennebunk were among those been compelled to set over to the
| who were admitted to citizenship coming week—the copy was so late
| at the naturalization session of in reaching us that we could not
I the United States District cuort, "handle it. We must once more
I in Portland, on Monday.
ask our correspondents and ad
| The dance which was held in vertisers to be considerate—copy
| the Mousam Opera House on Sat- must be in on time else it cannot
| urday evening was a very enjoy- go out on timfe. We give you all
| able affair, mhde doubly so by the th.e space we have—but the time
I excellence of the music which lirftit is up to you. Your corres
g was rendered by the Philharmonic pondents and ads will appear next
I orchestra of Biddeford, assisted week—in the Christmas Number.
I by the singér, David Dickey.
ENGAGEMENT SHOWER?1
I There will be another dance unI trot at the dance which she will
I hold on Tuesday of next week.
Miss Beatrice Lord was the re
I At the 106th annual’-'communi cipient, on Monday evening, of an
I catión of York Lodge, No. 22, A. unexpected shower, tendered her
i F. >& A. M., which was held on by thirty-two of her friends at the
I Monday evening,
*
the following home of Mrs. Henry G. King, in
| officers were elected:—W. M., anticipation of her coming mar
J Harold H. Bourne; S. W., Charles riage to Fred Norton, which it has
É C. Lucas; J. W., Joseph T. Cole;! been expected, from certain susS S. D., Howard C. Wakefield; J. D., I 'picious circumstances, might take
É Burton H. Tiltoli; Treas., Joseph place at any time.
| Dane; Sec., G. A. Gilpatric; Fi- Miss Lord and her mother were
nance Committee, C. H. Lucas, invited to take supper with Mrs.
z I Joseph T„ Cole and H. ?Q. Wake- King and to spend the evening.
| field. Public installation and la Bv twos and threps the company
dies’ night with Refreshments and began to arrive until finally the
ah enertainment will\be held on last two came, bringing an artis
next Tuesday evening Mn Masonic tically decorated basket, > loaded
Hall.
with beautiful gifts. The recipi
. The dance which was given by ent of the shower was wholly over
Miss Marie Pinore in the Mousam come by the surprise.
¡ Ópera House on. this, Thursday, During the evening • a buffet
evening was a very successful and lunch was served and other friends
Jargely attended affair, about of the nonular voung lady who
Eighty couples taking part in. the had been invited, came in from
dancing. The music was by the time to time. In the mean time
Philharmonic orchestra. Owing Mr. Norton had been lured away
to the fjact that Miss Pinore’s hv his prospective father-in-law,
dancing partner was taken sick but. »non his arrival at the King
Miss Eaiqre was not able to, give home about ten o’clock, was puras full ah exhibition of modern suaded to enter and given a warm
dances as .she intended. How receptibnv
ever, she will give an exhibition
of, several steps, notably the fox The exact date of the coming
tlot, at the dance which will hold wedding has not yet been dis
on ^Thursday of next week.
closed.

The Fashion Waist Shop
BIDDEFORD

MAINE

AN EARLYHOLIDAY GREETING ! ! !
'

Attractive Blouses for Practical and Informal Dress

From the Holiday and Winter Collection of

the .Most Beautiful Store in
Biddeford, Maine.

the

fashion

waist SHOP

The Winter Holidays write a pew Page in Smartness., Better Vai--»
ues cannot be seen. Lower Prices will not be found in Maine. .
The last note of Fashion from Paris and NeW York ip these
Waists—designed with true understanding of the many day-to-day'
requirements—in every phase of social, professional or business life
where unmistakable good taste and pronounced touch of refinement
must prevail.

■ i

Silk Waists in a variant range of models are now seen in our
windows—come in—-the cases and the "counters teem with others.
Every onU is an exact symbol for that subtle' quality called good
taste*
SO
. •
Correct Apparel for Women. That i^ the certain, the unique
mark of every Waist, every garment in this Shop.

DISTINCTIVE

ELEGANCE

PERMEATES

E
||
|
I
a

|

EVERY GARMENT SHOWN BY US AND
IS MERELY REPRESENTATIVE OF aA , j

i

I

n

Enterprise 52 Copies $1.00

The Fashion Waist Shop •
&'■' w1

I

2j9 Hain Street, Biddeford Maine

|

Gifts For the Holiday Season
We again urge our Patrons to Select Their Gifts Early
as there is, a Shortage in all Kinds of Goods >
FOK THE CHILDREN

Dolls of various kinds and sizes, Dolls for various tastes and pocketbooks. W e
carry the only line of kid bodied dolls mad^ in America. Rocking Horses, Kiddie
Cars, Drums, Iron Toys, Picture Books, Linen Books, Doll Carriages and All Kinds
of Toys which will make the Children’s Christmas Bright.
EOK THE OEOEK KEOKEE

Leather Goods. Ivory and Pyraline Toilet Sets, Snap Shot Albums in souvenir
Leather Covers; Stationery in Bpxes at various Prices; Tourists Tablets in Leather
Cases, Pocket Books, Toilet Set Cases, Tourists Cases and Fittings, Famous Moore
Non Leakable Fountaih Pen.
We have secured a large assortment and stock of candies of all grades and prices. We advise
buying NOW as the supply of sugar to manufacturers has been stopped.
H. D. FOSS, LOVELL & COVEL and Crl ARTER CHOCOLATES
lln Fancy 'Christmas Boxes from 65c to $4.00. Lovell & Covel Cream C iramels, theUasfcthat
Can be bought this year.

Christmas Cards from 1 Cent to 25 cents. Seals, Gift Cards and
Red Cross Tuberculosis Seals. .
zz
A full stock of tinsel, garlands, artificial snow and candles of all sizes fei the lice *

' i )
(

BOOKS
‘

I

. Everything in the book line, Linen Books, Picture Books, Boy’s Books, Girls’ Books, N^w and Standard
Fiction, Poems.

Buy Gran,dpa or Grandma an Old Farmer’s Almanac, 128th Year.

G/V£ 77 £0/7 CHRISTMAS,
BUY IT NOW

DIN AN
The Jeweler
253 Main Street

FOREWARNED is forearmed—and DIN AN desires to tell yoiT in
advance that stocks of useful presents, appropriate presents will bp
scarce and that shipping facilities will be 'heavily taxed.y It is, the
part of wisdom to consider the selection of your CHRISTMAS GIFTS
NOW ! 1 J
Our new,and beautiful line of HOLIDAY GOODS, full of Choicest
Gift Opportunities for Me Christmas Tide, is now ready fo^your
selection.' There are new styles in nice but inexpensive values. And
the CHOICER AND MORE EXPENSIVE GIFTS.
But, kindly remember,—in, every grade and value we^ can offer you
the finest and most appropriate articles.
SKILL AND FINISH, BEAUTY AND QUALITY, are given with every
purchase.
The extremely moderate prices—surprisingly
low for the Quality Values—make the purchase of these
GIFTS a Genuine Investment.
NUittiHMiiN^iimiiiuiiiiiiimiuiiiiiniitiiiiinninifmiiiiiniiiitiiiiimiiHmimiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiihiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuihiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiüiiiiiiniiiu

DINAN
The Jeweler
253 Main Street

-E. A. BODGE,

Biddeford, Maine

Biddeford, Elaine

MAIN STREET
^KENNEBUNK
^gjf"

‘ ~^¿~yone and they last
1

a

li
KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE
Inent form the records of the.sol-»
.9 ! diers and sailors of the town who
were in the service during the re
cent war. It has secured a book
for this purpose and has prepared
blanks for recording the data de
sired.' It is also planning to have
a bronze tablet made, which will
be placed upon thé Soldiers’ mon
ument in the square, upon which
will appear the names of the vet
erans. Considerable difficulty has
been experienced in gathering the
infonnatioh wanted. A request is
therefore made that any one know
ing the present address of those
whose names appear below will
inform Selectman H. L. Luques,
Kennebunkport ; or, if in posses
sion of positive information as to
the name of anY of the men, that
» (they will communicate with Mr.
8 ; Luques. In what is to be a permS , anent mememto of these defenders
a | of our nation it is essential that
g , the names should be enrolled ac8 curately. The different places and
H I manner of enlistment make it al
most impossible to procure such
information from officials sources ;
hence this appeal. The following
are the. names of those of whom
If you have a boy—we don’t have to tell you about the
information is desired:
price of Boys’ clothing.
Albert Allen
Roy F. Averill
You may be interested in knowing, however, that
Lester Boston,
BOYS’ CLOTHING is going to be 30 per cent higher for
Harold R. Drew,
Spring..
Frank G. Fisher
jamés J. Fisher
That fact alone makes this Sale strike home with a
Elmore L. Hutchins
force too powerful to be taken lightly.
Charles Maddox
Frank R. McKenney
It will pay every parent with the hearing of our voice
George McKenney
to come here—and reap the following bargains—the like
Otis L. Pierce
of which you are not likely to see again in several moons.
Henry K. Wilson.
The
Public Library,, in its deHere are the prices—you already know our qualities.
I sire to serve the best interests of
The reductions are liberal—and the clothes are all wool—
the community, aiding various
. long wearing and handsomely styled.
groups as the opportunity pre
sents itself, has arranged with the
$10.00 Suits and Overcoats..................................... . . $7.75
Maine State Library at Augusta
for the use of one of their tr^yel$12.50 Suits and Overcoats..................................... . $9.75
ing libraries for several months.
$15.00 Suits and Overcoats......... ...................... $11.75
I This selection of books is devoted
to Sunday School methods, the
$18.00 Suits and Overcoats..................................... $14.75
training of Sunday School teachers
$20.00 Suits and Overcoats..................................... $16.75
and the- study of child life. These
books may be had on application
$25.00 Suits and Overcoats . .................. ............... $19.75
to the librarian during the regu
$27.50 Overcoats ....................................................... $21.75
lar hours of opening. No charge
will be made to the patron for
Many Suits with Two Pairs of Trousers
borrowing the books. This is a
fine opportunity for parents,
teachers and all interested in the
JUNIOR OVERCOATS
MACKINAWS
lines of study mentioned.
The
'books have been carefully selected
These Splendid Coats, absolutely all
Now is the time to conserve the health
bv competent authorities and are
wool, extra heavy weight, ranging from
of the little fellows. Cold weather is
the last words from specialists.
here. All colors in new patterns. Sizes
the plain heather mixtures to those good
The following is a list of the works
looking shadow plaids. $6.75 to $12.75
2% to 15.......... ........... . ,^1.95 to $11.95
An the library:
.
Adult Bible Class Study,
Irving F. Wood
The Adult Worker and His Work.
BOY
’
S
BLOUSÈS
and
BOYS’ SEPARATE TROUSERS
BOYS’ FLANNEL
Wade C. Barclay.
55
SHIRTS
The Senior Worker and His Work.
A splendid opportunity to match the
BLOUSES
Edward S. Lewis
Made by Bell and Kye
Boy’s Coat (that has good wear in it)
For Christmas
The Intermediate Worker and His I
Mothers know them by ,the
1 Work.
Edward S. Lewis l
with pair of odd Trousers at
95c
names and from the good
The Elementary Worker and His
In Gray and Khaki
SPECIAL PRICES
Work. Alice Jacobs- and Ermina
service ¿they give.
C. Lincoln? -.
You’ll do well to get them at Corduroys, Serges, Worsteds, Tweeds ANNIVERSARY REDUC
Boy Life and Self Government. I
TIONS
and Cassimere.
$1.25
George W. Fiske.
The Church School.
Walter S. Athearn
How We Got Our Bible,
BLACK CAT HOSIERY
J. Paterson Smyth
Child Nature and Child Nurture,
Triple Knee
E. P. St. John.
Drink and Be Sober.
FOR BOYS
Vance Thompson
Mothers swear by them. We’ve sold hundreds of pairs
The Home Department of To-day.
Flora V. Stebbins.
in our two stores^_^._^
Graded Lessons—General Manual
You’ll find them specially priced, too.
Graded Lessons—Primary Manual
'Sunday School Success,
Amos R. Wells
The Graded Sunday School in
Principle and Practice.
Henry H. Meyer. |
The Individual in the Making.
E. A. Kirkpatrick.
The Juniors : How to Teach and
Train Them. Maud J. Baldwin.
Missionary Methods Methods for
Sunday School Workers.
Geo.
H. Trull.
The Pastor and the Sunday School
SACO
TWO LIVE STORES—but
BIDDEFORD
William H. Hatcher.
The Recovery of the Home.
Factory Island
With One Single Thought-VALUE
121-123 Main St.
Charles F. Thwing
The Girl in Her Teens.
Margaret Slattery
Training the Girl.
William A. McKeever
Training the Boy
William A. McKeever
RS 10th, at 6.30 o’clock.
4 The Annual election and busi- The. Challenge of the,Country.
S
Mn and Mrs. Winfred Doane, ness meeting of Arundel Lodge,
George W. Fiske.
8 and family have moved from the No.
” 76, F.
— & A.. M., was held on Educational Evangelism,
a Wildes district into one of the Tuesday evening. The installa
Charles E. McKinney.
B Campbell houses.
tion vrill be private and will be
B
The schools opened on Monday held on Friday evening of this
® after the Thanksgiving recess.
week, and W. M.—elect, Alexander
The December meeting of the Burr, being compelled to leave for
Public Library Board will be held Florida in a few days. Mr. Burr
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Williams
next Monday evening, the 8th.
will be accompanied by his family and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Williams,
The union Thanksgiving service: to the limbs. Friday morning’s
Mr. and Mrs. Booth Tarkington and will be employed during the
was held on Wednesday evening sunshine transformed the scenery have closed their residence here winter in laying out the ground all of Portland spent Thanksgiving
day with their mother, Mi's. James
in the Advent Christian church, into a fairyland spectacle.
The for the winter.
recently purchased by W. A. Rog Williams.
The cold rain, accompanied as it (inclemency of the weather on <Major and Mrs. Henry S. Bur ers for a home in that State.
William Shorey and family nave
was by a disagreeable wind, in Thursday made the holiday more rage have gone to Portland. They^ Rev. Thomas P. Baker was irt
terfered very much with the at than ever a home affair. It wa§ may go to the Pacific Coast later, Woodfords on Tuesday and Wed moved to North Berwick for the
winter,
tendance, but those who went were one of the quietest ever passed in
Katherine Clarke has been nesday at thé mid-year session of
Mr. and Mrs. Downing Hatch
glad that they made the effort to Kennebunkport, The first eleptrje taken to the hospital for treatment the Itinerants’ Institute of the
spent Thanksgiving with Mrs.
attend, for the service was well car from Kennebunk did not reach for appendicitis.
Maine Conference.
Bendell Murray.
worth while. Rev. H. V. CooL the square until after noon, The
The ladies of the Congregation-' The boys and girls are enjoying
William Carroll spent Thanks
were aj church served supper on Wed- he cold wave from the Northwest,
brpth directed the exercises and morning Boston papers
There was a large pa- as it has made skating possible on giving with friends in Newbury
led the praise service.
Rev, brought from Kennebunk by an jnesda
port.
'
Frank H. Pratt had been announc automobile.
tronage. After supper a short some of the shallow ponds;
The Ladies Aid and Sabbath
those
at homeTTT for
the
ed to preach the sermon, but was . Among
rendered ill
in which
Work has been started on the
«..<
1
11
vn , program was
WOrO
JLVlllAt/XC7U
WlllVell
Under necessity of going to Port holiday or longer were: Walter F. Misa Katherine Twambly render- addition to the Graves stores on School are busy preparing for the
entertainment and Christmas tree
nOnl Ba
*1.’
Chadbourne ed gevera| piano solos, while Mrs. Ocean avenue. "
land that day and made arrange
,
and Misa Palm.: - The Woman’s Missionary Soci for the children.
ments with Rev. Henry R, Mc Ward, Boston University; Esther, w. A. Em
Miss Louise Bronson
spent
Cartney to deliver the message, Baker, Bates College; Fred Wood-' er read in an interesting manned ety of the South Congregational
and Mr. McCartney brought an mansee and Thomas Baker, Kent’s a war-time story.
church will meet at the home of Thanksgiving at her home in Ken
I Mrs. H. R. McCartney left for Mrs. William Gould next Wednes nebunk.
' appropriate discourse. Rev. Thos, Hill and Miss Louise Wheeler.
Miss Elizabeth Coleman of Bos North Carolina, where she expects day afternoon, at 2.30 o’clock. A
P. Baker read the President’s proc
FOR SALE—T h o r o u g hbred
lamation, and followed with a har- ( ton has been visiting Miss Jennie to pass the winter, last Wedaes- large attendance of members is
Barred-Plymouth'Rock and White
day. ' On her way South she? is ¿desired.
monious Scripture lesson and(HuffI Mr. and Mrs. Swett of Portland visiting relatives and friends./
then led in prayer.
» • -On the Sunday evenings of De Wyandotte Roosters and Cockrels
The cold rain that fell during were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Holbrook is on her way toi cember the Methodists and Con- —beautifully, parked and finely
Wednesday turned to sleet in the Charles Deshon on Thanksgiving. Florida, where she will spend fthêï gregationalists will hold union bred—Wm. Marsh, Storer St., Ken
*
' -12-4-19 3t ch. i
Norman Wells spent Sunday
evening and then became snow.
Services in the church of The lat nebunk.
winter.
'
*
Î7
Thursday was cloudy and cold. with hg^fcrarents, Mr. and Mrs.
ter. The^ mid-week pray?"
A number of local people here
ings will be in the V
The sleet stosr I* had coated the
in
Kennebunk Tuesday evening^ church.
the
Methodist
;
t?ees he.'”t Mrs. Nf
so that
' ' _ rve supper on Wed- attending the Eastern SV •-chaS^t
'tp®-?t branches be- cfej”»
g of next ’

5th

You Bet that the Boys

“RIGHTO

THEY SATISFY!

arc Included

—their Suits and Overcoats and everything

else that a well dressed boy wears has been

reduced.

Has Everybody’s Shoes, that
are simply the best Shoes that
Can be made-nothing less,noth
mff more
Everything

I

Ii

IOE THE CLOTHIER CO.
Biddeford and Saco’s Biggest and Best Stores
For Men and Boys

about them is conditioned upon
this fact of Quality Value.

It you want the best shoes

there is not room to choose
there is no other place in Bid

deford for Shoes like them, and
because they are'the best, they

are the most economical shoes
yon can buy

They Arc Priced to Fi*

Your Pocketbook ! !

Shop Now for Christmas and Save Money

KENNEBUNKPORT

Wells Depot

HERMAN’S
U.S. ARMY SHOE
MOST C&MfGft'i’AELE

Black and Tan

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

The Christmas Store
H. P. Atkinson & Sons Inc
Furniture, Carpets, Rugs,

aperies,

Make Good and Practical and less Expensive Gifts.

Here

IS

something that Women always welcome to the Home.

Here’s What You Do
Get your Christmas buying done early-Early—EARLY^ In
other words—NOW.
Don’t let the High Cost of Living spoil your sense of values?
VISIT US! ! !
While all the shops are full of merchandise for the Holidays
*
selling was never so rapid—and there is sure to be a lack of “just
the things’* you may have in mind to buy later. GET IT NOW!

EXCLUSIVENESS IN FURNISHINGS
For those who demand that each piece of Interior be Different—that each piece
be something more Exclusive, we have new and distinctive models. ONLY
they are going to be sold out before you have time .to get here, IF YOU
DON’T COHE NOW!

OUR HOME CHART

If BOOKS ADDED
11 Books Added to Public Library
11 between Sept. 1 and Dec. 1.
11
FICTION,
g Oranges and Lemons,
Wemyss
g Dangerous Days,
Rinehart
g Parnassus on Wheels,
Morley
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse
Ibanes
Tracy
i Bartlett Mystery,.
Jordan
I' Girl ii^-the Mirror,
Bartlett
h Joan 4 Co.,
I | Blue
Grass War
and at
Broadway,
Davies
Wonder^of
Sea,Rolt-Wheeler
“
* Ramsey
Milholland,
Tarkington
Boÿ with
U. S.
Naturalists
’Stars,
Blue
Bonnet
of
the
Seven
I Partners of____
the Out-trail, Richards
Bindloss
I Rider
King Log,
Day
Heart of
of the
Pinocchio,
Nipote
1. Gold,
§I Drowned
Wonder
of
War in the HolyNorton
Land,
Wonderof
1 Carringtons of ÀHigh
Hill,
Harland
i Rolt-Wheeler
Rolt-Wheeler
8 Burned
Wonder
of Bridges,
War at Sea, “ ' “Sinclair
Comstock
?
Valley
of
Vision,
Boy with U..S. Naturalists,’ Buchan
I Mr. Standfast
Rolt-Wheeler
Sterrett
I Rebecca
’s Promise,
Blue
Bonnet'
Of the^Bévèn Stars,
Harben
I
Cottage
of
Delight,
-, j
/
.
Richards
I Tarzan
of the Apes, 1Burroughs
Heart
of Pinocchio.
Nipote
| Return! of Tarzan
I Beasts.of Tarzan,
I Jungle Tale's of Tarzan,
I Son Jot ¿Tarzan,
I Tarian and the Jewels of Opar
Burroughs
After Thirty,
Street
Re-creation of Brian Kent, Wright
Mare Nostrum^
Ibanes
Sedgwick
»Visitors, £ Vol. 2 Ashford
“Young
David.
Lynde
' ; Vallory,
/
Sedgwick
of the Cathedral,
Ibanes
MyShadow
Reminiscences,
V. 1 Pumpelly
JUVENILE
“
' V.FICTION
2 Pumpelly
Cornelia,
Perkins
Through
the Brazilian Wilderness
Newsboys Partners, RooseveltWebster
Ybung Firemen
of Lakeville,
Romance
of the Salvation
Army,
E
Booth andWebster
Hill
Fagotti,and
Blanchard
Last
Million, Flames, Ian
Hay
■Isabel Carleton
in the West,
Alexander
Hamilton,
Oliver
'
• Ashmun
Works. of Joyce Kilmer,
Vol.
1
Island, “ Vol. 2 Brown
.“Rainbow
“
Captain
Lucy Yankee
and Lieutenant
Bob,
History
of the
Division,
Havard
Benwell
s
Cgptaip
Lucy
in
France,
Havard
.Roosevelt’s Letters to his Chidlrèn
’s Wohder
Winter,
~
BoyBeth
Scouts
’ Year Book
1919 Taggart
Wells
Patty and of
Azaiia,
Development
the United States,
Barbour
Guarding his Goal,
Farrand
.Fortunes of War,
Leeacock
Fullback Foster,
Dorothy Dainty at the Stone House
Brooks
Cavalier Maid,
Knipe
Dave Porter’s War Honors,
. Stratemeyer
® The Hyltop Troop,
Pier
k Red Indian Fairy Book,
Olcott
Mrs. Peter Rabbit,
Burgess
Further Adventures of Mollie,
Waddy and Tony,
Waitt
Indian Why Stories, Linderman
Merry Animal Tales,
Bigham
How .the Animals Came to the Cir,'cus, v
Gale

p

x

g
g

II
g
g

Quality Furnishings will help the housekeeper, the hostess, and add to the joy
of living—put a delightfully bright and fresh air in the HOME for the Holi
days. In them you can put all the care and love and pride of LIVING. We
assure you THIS HOLIDAY SEASON affords ideal opportunity for indul
gence in HOME NECESSITIES, We have unique gift things in wide profusiori at attractive prices—NOW ! !
Atkinson Block
Saco, Maine

Atkinson Block
Biddeford, Maine

11 Walking-Stick Papers,
S»

T.Î-Fa

T

T«.

Mark on your calendar all the days when you dine without
Bread ! Not many of them?

WELL
Every one of the days you dine with Bread is an adventure
in Happiness when you are served with the
Literary Lapses,

From the A. B. C. Bread Shop
The unsdlieited expressions of appreciation of

ABC Bread
which comes to us daily from thoroughly satisfied, delighted
users of tbe ABC HOT BREAD and ROLLS are commenda-

tions which we feel are justly due !
ABC BREAD has been put to the test.
It has made good—and is now received
throughout Biddeford, Saco, Kennebunk
and the Port as a superior food.

Ocean National Bank
at Kennebunk in th« State of
Maine, at the close of business on
November ,17, 1919.
RESOURCES
Loans and'discounts, 430,397.11
Acceptances of other
banks discounted,
36,919.55

PERFECTION

437,316.66
Overdrafts, unsecured,
44.74
'U. S. Government securities
owned. \
Deposited to secure cir
culation,
25,000.00
Pledged to securé postal
savings deposits
15,000.00
Owned and unpledged 51,750.00
Total U. S. Govern- '
ment securities
91,750.00
Securities other than U.S. ».
bonds {not including
stocks) owned unpledg
‘
ed
33.822.50
Collateral Trust and other
notes of cor. issued for
not less than ONE YEAR
nor more than THREE
YEARS’ time
12,843.75

The A. B. C. BREAD SHOP
297 Hain Street, Biddeford
J. Randolph Holt, Manager
Open 8 a. m. to 6.30 p. m., Saturday until 10 p. m.

Saturday Products Featured and Bargain-Priced.

ARE FOR SALE BY

PRYOR-DAVIS CO

Corner Main and Washington Streets
BIDDEFORD, MAINE
The Bank with the Chime Clock

SAVING
Money saved brightens the future. Where is the money you have been,
earning all these years? You spend it and somebody else puts it in the
bank. Why don’t you put your own money in the' bank fbr yourself?
Why let the other fellow Save What You earn.

IT’S WORTH THINKING OVER
Deposits commence Interest on the
, first day of every month

Non-fiction

Th^Sèv^i Purposes,
Cameron
Walking Stick Papers, Holliday
Life and Letters of Joel Chandler
Ha.inés,
Haines, Julia Ç.
g Experiments in International Administration,/.
Sayre
Italy iii
* Ï3th Century Vol. 1

g
g
V V
5 .-gg

■

Total bonds, securities etc.,
other than U. S.
46.666.25
Stocks, other than Federal
150.00
Reserve Bank stock
Stock of Federal Reserve
Bank (50 per cent of
1,800.00
subscription)
Value of banking house, 5,000.00
Equity in banking house 5,000.00
6,100.00
Furniture and fixtures
Lawful reserve with Fed
eral Reserve Bank
37,000.00
Cash in vault and net
amounts due from nationi al banks
45,425.69
Total of Items 14,15,16,
17 and 18
45,425.69
(This amount is not to be extended)
Checks on banks located
outside of city or town of
reporting bank and other
cash items
752.64
Redemption fund with U. S.
Treasurer and due from
U. S. Treasurer
1,250.00
Interest earned but not
collected-approximate
on Notes and Bills Re
ceivable not past due 3,000.00
Total

676,255.98

LIABILITIES
50,000.00
Capital stock paid in
10,000.00
Surplus fund
53,634.55
Undivided profits
Less current expenses in
terest, and taxes paid 4,587.29

49,047,26
"Interest and discount cól- *
lected or credited, in ad
vance of maturity and not
earned (approximate) 3,000.00
Circulating notes outstand
ing
24,100.00
Net amounts due to banks,
bankers, and trust com
panies (others than Include
ed in items 29 or 30) “23,201.65
'
Cashier’s checks oh own
2,003.11
bank outstanding
Tofal of Items 30, 31,
25,204.76
32, and 33
(This amount is not to be extended)
Individual deposits sub
ject to check
504,172.97
Dividends unpaid
30.00

Total
- 676.255.98
Liabilities for rediscounts
■ including those with Federal Reserve Bank.
30,000.00
Total contingent liabilities
/’
30,000.00
| State of Maine, County of York, ss.
I, N. P. Eveleth, Cashier of the
above-named bank, do solemnly
swear that the above statement is
true to the best of my knowledge
and belief. Nr P. EVELETH,
Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before
me this 26 day of November 1919
DOl^ CHAMBERLIN' Notary
Public. CORRECT—Attest:
C. W. GOODNOW,
WILLIAM E. BARRY
ALMON J. SMITH.
Directors

When you put up your car for the winter have^your
battery taken care of by an expert. Do not trust ama
teurs with your battery.
A battery is a complicated and'expensive piece» of
apparatus; therefore call or take the same to

H. H. GRANT, Kennebunk, Maine
Agent for Willard Storage Battery.

Mill ends of Dress Goods, Blan
kets and Steamer Bugs- Also Mac
kinaw -cloth and Plush. On the
car line, Cape Porpoise.

Mrs. E. V. Roberts
“The Old Hardware'Shop”
36 Market., St., Portsmouth, N. H
4tpd. 20-27-4-11»__ —.--------------Tel. 509

One of the Premiums given by us for a
filled book of

Trading Stamps
See the Premiums Given
And Select One For Some Friend.

A. M. SEAVEY’S
Kennebunk, Maine

Water Street,

i|iik»uiifiiiuijilililitiiiimiiiiiitiitiiiiii:iiiyiiiiii!ii:iiiii
KiiiihiiiiiiutiäniiiihiiiiiiimiiiiiHuiiiuiiimiiiiiiiiiitui

You Can Pay MORE
But You Can’t Buy BETTER
If It Wasn’t the BEST
We Wouldn’t Sell It
The Jeweler Who Satisfies
161 Main Street,

Biddeford, Maine

Next Door to Biddeford National Bank

Agents for 1847 Rogers Silverware and Community

Do You Need Water?
WRITE OR PHONE

Atesian Well Company of N. H
CONTRACTORS FOR DRILLED WELLS

Office: Merchants’ Bank Building
Tel. 399-M

N. H.

A most effective remedy for the relief of asthma
and hay fever. The healing fumes from burn
ing herbs relieves the choking sensation by
clearing the air passages and .soothing the irritated membranes. In use for more than 40
years. Two sizes—25c and $1.00.
Send for free sample.
your dealer cannot supply you order direct from

Northrop & Lyman Co. Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.

KNITTING YARN FOR SALE—
WANTED
Anyone having for sale Antique
Furniture, Old Brass, China, Banjo
Clocks, Tall Clocks, Old Glass,
Wrought Iron, Andirons, Pewter,
Candle Sticks, Old Prints, in fact
anything in the Antique line. Any
one having articles to offer, call
or write.
I ORSON R. CARTER, KENNE
BUNK, MAINE

Tel. 83.

An Acceptable
^ift
*

John H. Hieserick D. C., Isabelle
DOVER,
Bryant Hieserick D. C.
CHIROPRACTORS
298 Main St., New Goodwin Block,
Biddeford, 10 a. m.—12m. 2-4 p. m.
Tues Ths., and Sat., 7-8 p. m.
^5 Sanford Trust Bdg., Sanford,
FOR SALE

OIL HEATERS

Pepperell Trust Company^.

*Total loans
467,316.66
Notes and bills redis
counted,
30,000

Total of demand deposits
subject to Reserve,
504,202.97
(This amount is not to be extended)
Postal savings deposits 10,700.99

How Much Bread Do You Eat?

A. B. C. Hot Bread and Rolls

Report of Condition of the

Direct from manufacturer at $2.25
a pound, Made of Maine fleece
wool and thoroughly scoured.
Write for samples H. A. Bartlett,
Harmony, Me.
Adv. 4t, ch 11-6-19.

Etiterprise Ads. PAY

ABB-TABS
M0WCHGAS
- r;
■ AND -■
INDIGESTION
MONEY BACK IF THEY FAILTRY THEM AND YOU WILL
NEVER BE WITHOUT THEM
ALL DRUGGISTS

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEìMJNK, MAINE

Approaching the Xmas Tide and Time
F;

“On And Off the Street”

The discriminating Man who desires to he in the,
vanguard of the TIME and enjoy the comfort of the “welldressed Man” is now seeking his, inspiration in Something
New—this is the Opportunity.
'
,

J.

R.

LIBBY CO.
PORTLAND,

MAINE
$4.50 and $5.00 values..................... '...........$3.79
75c Window Shades Opaque Shades, size 36x72
mounted on strong, durable roller, in all wanted
colors^ each ..............................................
65c
$5.00 Couch Covers Close weave tapestry, rich
dark colorings, reversible weave, full width,
each .........................................................
$4.25
50c Curtaining Fine Mercerized Voile with at
tractive double borders, 36 in. wide> in whites,
cream and ecru, yard ........................ :............ 35c

THE CHRISTMAS SHOPPING STORE FOR

~

COME IN

You will find our stock of Men’s and Boys’ Clothing, and
Young Men’s Appared, Hats and Caps, Work-Clothes, arid'
Furnishings, most complete, of extra Good Quality—pre
ferable for every purpose and occasion.
PRICES
To fit the pocket of Million, and the Service of the Saving.

HOLIDAY GIFTS
Never has the demand been more insistent for the
Truly Serviceable in Personal Wear. Never more than
this Christmas Month have we reflected the Spirit of the
Hour so Perfectly. Our new Styles in Men’s Clothing are
Dístinctivé in Texture^ unique in Design, so Subtle in
Coloring. that their versatility and adaptability are
Limitless.

Toyland in Libby’s Basement.. .What a Land
of Delight for young and old.. .Santa Glaus is
HERE

We are often asked why our prices are so low.

There are many reasons-—the two chief ones be
ing early purchasing, and because of the great
quantities we buy at a time.
PERCALES AND VOILES

New line of Percales for making Christmas gifts.
36 in. Prices:.\ . 29c, 39c and 45c
A new line of Figured Voiles, new Spring de
signs for dresses, fancy work, etc. 27in. 39c
, Libby’s Wash Goods Store—Street Floor

Hair Brushes/Combs, Mirrors, Hair Receivers
Puff Boxes, Cuticle Knives, Button Hooks, Tooth
Brush Holders, Perfume Bottles, Soap Boxes^’
Clothes Brushes, Hat Brushes, Jewel Boxes, Nail
Buffers, Files, and many other attractive articles?
' ,
Libby’s Street Floor

PYRALIN IVORY

25c to $6.00 for Single Pieces
$6.50 to $13.50 for Sets in Boxes.
A GIFT THAT EVERY WOMAN MAY WELL
TREASURE—THE DAINTIEST OF

RATELY PRICED

When it’s cold and snowy and the wind is whisling—it’s pleasant to curl up in a

WARM

THE STORE FOR MEN

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE, PORTLAND, MAINE.
All the. schools closed last Wed- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
nesday for the usual Thanksgiving Stone of this place; Miss Stone
Holidays.
_ ,■ .has accepted a better position in
Mr. Frank Kinsey of Newark, the Highland School, Somerville
N.
J,,
spent
Thanksgiving
with] and[will ,receiye.thejfour hundred
The Community Sing .was held,
dollar
raise if it goes into effect. I
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Langs*
’
last Friday evening with Miss Is ford.
William HutchinsThas had his E
abel Landry as leader, and Miss
heuse wired for electricity.
!
Miss
Hazel
Stone,
a
teacher
in
Elizabeth Nunan, pianist.
Mr. Nathan November, one of £
I one of the schools of West Acton,
Mr. and Mrs. James Coy of West ’ Mass., with a friend, Richard the Coast Survey men, spent the j
Windham, N. H., are visiting their Davis of Framingham, spent thé week-end at the home of Capt. |
’
I
daughter, Mrs. Albert Seavey.
I recent holidays with Miss Stone’s Frank A. Nunan.
Arthur B. Welch has been spend I
ing a two week’s- vacation at Old- |
town, on a visit to tfie Indians and g
in search of game. Mr. Welch re- I
turned with a deer which weigh- g
ed, when dressed, seventy-five j g
BIDDEFORD
Two Live Stores, but with
SACO
pounds.
1/
i
121-123 Main St. one single thou^ht-Value
170 Plain
Mr. and. Mrs, Samuel Dodge of j
Seal Harbor, with their infant ;
son, arrived on Tuesday of this
week at the 'home Of Mrs. Dodge’s ,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James j
Fisher.
' Mrs. Victoria Plummer spent a 1
part of this week with friehds in
Portland.
Seth H. Pinkham a student at
the U. of M. Orono, has been |
spending the recent Holidays with 1
his aunt, Miss Milly Pinkham at !
the Sinnett House.
Miss Sadie M. Nunan spent the
recent holidays with her parents,
Capt. -and Mrs. F. A. Nunan.
At 2 o’clock Saturday morning
the two masted schooner A. F.
Kindberg, while on her way from
Machias to New York went ashore
on Folly island, off Cape Porpoise,
and is now a complete wreck.
Every Clothing Store
I Such a heavy seazwas running >
that an attempt was made to make
the Cape Porpoise harbor, but the
in the city would like
wind suddenly shifted and drove
the vessel opto the rocks..
to sell you a Winter Suit
Captain Sanford E. Gray of Ma{chias, the commander/of the vesP
'
sei.
ordered two boats over and he
You are like a lady with a dozen suitors—a
I, and his crew of three men succeedbushel of hearts are beating for your answer
a ed in making Goat island, where
■ there is a government lighthouse.
and every Romeo is putting his best foot for
■ some difficulty was experienced in
ward to win your hand.
k I launching the boats, but' it was
E finally accomplished. The 1 memj*
In one way we’re like the rest—WE WANT
■ bers of the crew are Percy and
YOUR TRADE.
Il Richard Pattangall and Clarence
■ Whitten of Machias.
In, the main, however, we are entirely different
■ The schooher is 54 years old and
and just to give you some idea of how much
8 this would probably have been
k her last voVage. She was launched
confidence we place in -our leadership—we
■ at East Haven, Conn., in 1864, and
suggest to you right here in bold pript tn
■ was of 197 tons. She was owned
I by James Lindsay of Machias and
LOOK THEM ALL
I formerly hailed from Bangor. She
OVER CAREFULLY . ’
■ was valued at about $3.000 and
■ was uninsured. The value of the
and then come to see our Michaels-Stern Suits
g cargo was $4,000 insured.
|
The men at Goat island left on
at $35.00, $40.00 and $45.00
s Wednesday.
g
The coastguard cutter Ossipee
there being so much'difference OUR WAY—
I went to the schooner’s assistance
I
from
Portland, but finding her
and we know it—that we are not afraid that
■ abandoned and a wreck, returned.
you won’t find it out.
A chimney, fire in the George E.
KNAPP FELT HATS
Cousens bldck on Wednesday even
ing was extinguished without
damage.
Professor Anderson’s dancing
class started under most favor
able auspices at the . Mousam
Opera House last Friday evening.
There were a very satisfactory
Biddeford and Saco’s Biggest and
Best Stores for ¡Ten and Boys
number on the opening night and
it is expected that the class will
be augmented this week.

CAPE PORPOISE

OE THE CLOTHIER

ALL THE PEOPLE

The largest stock we have ever carried

UNDERMUSLINS AND SO MODE

DESMOND-HOWE CO.

Department Store

FLANNELETTE
NIGHT GOWN

Pink and white or blue and white stripe, V neck,
collarless style yoke, braid trimmed at ... $1.50
Plain white or striped flannelette, high and V
s neck collar or collarless styles, braid trimmed—
good,, full length Gowns.......... \............. $1.98<
Plain white or colored stripe, feather-stitched
and braid trimmed, collar or collarless styles 2.50
Extra Size Gowns Plain white or Colored stripe
flannelette, with or without collar, featherstitchand braid trimmed; one slip-over style in color
ed stripes. Priced at...................:...., $2.50
Step-in Chemise Fine nainsook—dainty Vai. or
filet trimming..................................... .. . . . $1.98
Straight Chemise Berkeley cambric, convent
edge embroidery...............................
$1.98
Envelope Chemise Sheer batiste, prettily trim
ed back and front with fine lace ................. $2.50
Lingerie Gowns Finest materials, beautifully
trimmed with laces and ribbon ... .5... $2.98
Lingerie Skirts Fine cambric, lacy flounces $4.98
Bloomers Washable satin, flesh color 4.50, $4.98
Windsor , Crepe Bloomers Pretty bluebird
patterns I. ......... ..................
$1.50
Camisoles Crepe de chine and Washable satin,
tailored or lacy effects a............................. 98c
Camisoles Crepe de chine, elaborate Vai. or filet
lafe trimmings ....................................? . . $1.98
Envelope Chemises Good quality nainsook, lace
trijnmed ....................................................
98c
.Drawers Cambric, hamburg or lace ruffles . 98c
AMI FRENCH LINGERIE

Bought by us away back last Spring and all
priced . i.;.. *......................................... i;. $1.98
Chemises—Gowns—Step-ins

It ds hard to describe the beauties of this Under
wear so daintily embroidered in a wide variety
of patterns front and back—lace medallions and
ribbons—scalloped edge. This is a new line
fdr us to carry and the price is much below to
day’s worth owing to our buying before; it was
advanced in price. Every woman should !see
these garments.
Libby’s Lingerie Store—Second Floor

/

TRICOLETTE—The usual $6.75 kind $4.95 yd.

Plain and fancy weave in good assortment of.
colors, s 36 inches'wide. Remember also ouj
Unusfial Sale of Fancy Silks $2.75 to $3.50 yd.
value ffor ..................................................... $1.98
Libby’s Silk Store—Street Floor

OVER 2000 PAIRS OF
CHRISTMAS GLOVES
Three Special Lots—Christmas Specials, Mark
ed at the following LOW Prices to induce early

buying. What woman can resist such VALUES!
Lot One, 600 PAIRS CHAMOISETTE GLOVES

2 clasp and Gauntlet Style, in white, tan, black,
gray, etc.—Some with contrasting backs-—all
sizes in the lot. ......;.......... \..... fi9\c
Lot Two, 1000 Pairs KID and CAPE GLOVES

Women’s French Kid and Washable Cape
Gloves—also some Doeskin 12 button length-^-3
Others are 1 and 2 clasp in airsizes and colors—|
....................................................H . . $1.95
Lot Three, Women’s Heavy Cape and Imported

Gloves

Grays and tans—1 and 2 clasp models with con
trasting color wrist band—-All sizes—Spme silk
lined Capes. ................................... . . . . .. $2.69
Free Christmas Folder with each pair of Gloves.

At These Low Prices We Advise Buying at Once

Libby’s Glove Store—Street Floor

THOUSANDS OF
CHRISTMAS BOOKS
For Men, Boys, Women, Girls and Children

ONLY A FEW ARE MENTIONED HERE
Books of Verse, By Rudyard Kiplings Joyce Kil
mer, Edgar A. Guest, Robert Service, Robert
Louis "Stevenson, Henry W. Longfellow, Brown
ing, Tennyson, and Rupert Brooks.
Second Book of Modern Verse By Jessie Ritten
house, James Whitcomb Riley, Eugene Field
and many others.
Toy Books For Tiny Tots ..................... 10c to 75c
Painting Books ,.. .. t....................... 25c to 75c
Something To Do Books.....................50c to 75c
Popular Fiction Your choice at only, each .. 75c
All- the Popular Roosevelt Books Better make,
sure of your share at once; as they are very fast
fellers.
. .
Stories For Boys at . . . ........................... 50c each

#426 PAIRS OF MARQUISETTE, LACE AND

Jack Lorimer] Series, Joe Strong Series, The
Khaki Series, The Motor Boat, The Moving Pic
ture Boys, Our Young Aeroplane Scouts, The
Outdoor Chums, The Tom Slade Series, The
Tom Swift Series, The Boy Allies, The Boy In
ventors, The Dreadnought, The Border Boys,
The Army and Navy Boys, The Brighton Boys,
and many others.

SCRIM CURTAINS

Stories For Girls at.................. <........... 50c each

Curtains at These Prices Are Not a Luxury but a
Saving Investment

The Blue Grass Seminary GirlsBy C. J. Burnett
The Campfire Girls
”
•
The Girls of Central High, Gertrude Morrison
The Khaki Girls
Edna Brooks
The Moving Picture Girls, By Laura Lee Hop^
The Outdoor Girls,
By Laura Lee Hope]
The Ranch Girls,
By Margaret Vandercgok
The Red Cross Girls, By Margaret Vandercook
5 The Somewhere Series,
By Martha Trent
The Ruth Fielding Series, By Alice B..Emerson
Libby’s Book Store—Street Floor .

SILK UNDERWEAR $3.98 TO $10.98

There is no other thing quite so “gifty” among
intimate friends, as Silk Underwear. ,Our as
sortment affords a choice of practically every gar
ment that manufacturers have placed on the
market. May we shew you these garments?

A quick clan-up of 2, 3 and 4 pair lots of these
popular Curtains at prices below today’s market
yalue. Don’t miss this splendid opportunity to
get your share of these wonderful values.
Some in the Popular Dutch Effects
Styles Suitable For All Rooms
$1.75 to 2.00 values ...................................... $1.49
2.25 to 2.50 values......................................... $1.98
$3.25 and $3.50 values................................. $2.39

J.

R.

LIBBY CO.
PORTLAND,

Department Store

MAINE.

